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Abstract 

Objective of this diploma thesis is recommendation of improvements of the motivation 

system for company Baude Kabeltechnik s.r.o. Analysis of current job satisfaction of 

employees were investigate by questionnaire survey and interviews with management 

of company. For both analysis and proposals was used knowledge from well known 

theories of motivation. Recommendations would improve work environment, increase 

employees’ job satisfaction, increase performance and lower absenteeism, which will 

increase revenues and profitability of company. 

 

 

Abstrakt 

Cílem této diplomové práce je návrh zlepšení motivačního systému společnosti Baude 

Kabeltechnik s.r.o. Pro analýzu současné spokojenosti zaměstnanců byl použit 

dotazníkový výzkum a rozhovory s vedením společnosti. Jak pro analýzu, tak pro 

návrhy byly využity poznatky z nejznámějších teorií motivace. Návrhy by měly zlepšit 

pracovní prostředí, zvýšit spokojenost zaměstnanců, zvýšit produktivitu a snížit 

pracovní absenci, což povede ke zvýšení tržeb a ziskovosti společnosti. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

Objective of this diploma thesis is to analyse current state of motivational system and 

where it would be necessary recommend changes and subsequently design appropriate 

processes of motivational system for the company Baude Kabeltechnik s.r.o.  

 

Middle chapters of this thesis are focused on development of motivation theories from 

the very beginning, where most important was deskilling and less movements of 

worker. Its authors were Henry Ford and F.W. Taylor. Then I am going through content 

and process theories, which are more and more focused on different needs of employees 

and also distinguish at least between extrinsic and intrinsic motivation respective 

reward. Then following other famous authors of motivation theories such Maslow, 

Herzberg, Vroom etc. 

 

Another chapter of this work describes background of company where I conducted the 

research of employees’ satisfaction and analysed the system of motivation. I examined 

parts as organisational structure and overall view of company on human resource (HR) 

practices in contemporary business environment. There was necessary to analyse also 

gathered data about company such as employee turnover, overall absenteeism and 

similar indicators during few last years. This data was necessary to investigate and 

analyse because this rates could indicate possible problems in the human resource 

management (HRM) of the company. When is already developed the motivational 

system or its changes, is necessary to focus on particular problematic part and design 

changes which remove for example high rate of labour turnover, fluctuation or 

absenteeism. 

 

From other researches and from interview with company management and with director 

I stated four hypotheses. These hypotheses are derived from known results of other 

similar researches (Huddleston, 1999; Pennington, 1991). 
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As the most appropriate tool for data collection was chosen questionnaire research. 

These questionnaires were delivered in hard copy directly to company and management 

of company subsequently delivered questionnaires to employees. With administrative 

employees and with the director I carried out an interview together with filling of 

questionnaires. 
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2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

 

Motivation is broad subject of researches which is part of organisational structures and 

human resource management (Huczynski et al., 2007; Armstrong, 2007). All theories 

are arising from the beginnings of traditional work design from well-known authors 

such as Frederick Winslow Taylor or Henry Ford. Then were examined early 

organisation structures. There also started examination of their importance for 

organisations in the era of Max Weber, Henry Fayol (1916) and his classical 

management theory. 

 

The subject of job satisfaction has a great amount of surveys (Cabrita et. al. 1996; 

Tietjen 1998; Judge et al., 2000, Oshabkemi, 2003). By early 1990s it was published 

more than thousand studies where researchers studied job satisfaction or dissatisfaction. 

Studies considered different groups of workers. Some surveys were focused on certain 

profession. One of these surveys is focused on IT professionals (Issam Ghazzami, 

2008). In order to investigate job satisfaction and influencing factors were tested IT 

professionals with their specific working conditions. 

 

Some studies examined correlation of some personal correlates of job satisfaction. 

Researchers examined relationship between gender and job satisfaction (Goth et al. 

1991, Mason 1995). Some surveys found out that women are more satisfied then men 

(Sloan et al., 1996; Ward et al., 1998). The explanation, which has been concluded by 

some surveys, is that women have different expectations with regard to job. Another 

survey examined association between age and job satisfaction. Conclusion was that 

result is generally positive association between these two variables (Kong et al 1993). 

Rank and job satisfaction describe relation between position of worker and his job 

satisfaction (Siu, 1998). 

 

Another study (Sturman et al., 2000) examined how affects remuneration the job 

satisfaction. In survey have been used PSQ – Pay Satisfaction Questionnaire (Heneman 
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et al., 1985). Sturman and Short survey is focused how bonuses on Lump-Sum base 

effect the satisfaction. Reason for this survey was very often changes in company 

policies and mainly in the remuneration policy. The possible way of doing research of 

satisfaction was developed at the Minnesota University and named Minnesota 

satisfaction questionnaire (Weiss et al., 1967). 

 

All of these studies had effect on development of HR processes in practice and its use. 

Retention of employees is one of processes which use knowledge how to use motivation 

and rewarding (Ramlall, 2004). Declining performance also could be caused by poor 

motivational system. If employees don’t feel that they are enjoying everyday job, then 

performance declining (Tietjen, 1998). Performance also depends on the goal setting 

process. The most important is necessity of feedback, challenging goals and specific 

goal (Locke, 1981). 

 

Research revealed the types of motivation between different types of workers, such as 

teachers tend to have higher intrinsic values (Pennington, 1991) and didn’t rank high 

values such as pay. On the other hand research from Russia and Poland on retail 

companies employees shows high extrinsic values (Huddleston, 1999). 

 

 

2.1 Motivation theories 

 

Motivation can be regarded as a broad concept which includes preferences for particular 

outcomes, strength of effort, and persistence. These are the factors that we have to 

understand in order to explain our motivation and behaviour. These are the factors 

which a manager has to appreciate in order to motivate employees to behave in 

organizationally desirable ways (Huczynski et al., 2007, p. 242). 
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“Motivation is of interest in the work environment because it influences work 

performance and productivity. Motivation has been defined as an inner drive or force, 

that acts on humans to initiate or direct behaviour and influences the intensity that 

behaviour” (Huddleston et. al, 1999). 

 

According to Armstrong (2007) exist two possible types of motivation originally 

identified by Herzberg, Mausner and Synderman (1957): 

Intrinsic motivation, the self-generated factors that influence person to behave in a 

particular way. These factors include responsibility, autonomy, scope to use and 

developed skills and abilities, interesting and challenging work and opportunities for 

advancement. 

Extrinsic motivation, what is done to or for people to motivate them. This includes 

rewards such as increased pay, praise or promotion, and punishments, such as 

disciplinary action, withholding pay or criticism. 

 

Osterloch et al. (2000) also identified advantages and disadvantages of intrinsic 

motivation of the employees. There is anxiety that changing intrinsic motivation is more 

difficult and the result is more uncertain. On the other hand advantages are far more 

positive. According to the researchers, intrinsic motivation is needed to enhance 

creativity, while extrinsic motivated employees tend to do stereotyped tasks. Also 

important is job satisfaction. This is described as attitudes or feelings that have people 

about their work. Positive feeling towards the job refers satisfaction and negative refers 

dissatisfaction. 

 

2.2 Historical development of motivation 

 

When we need to find the beginnings of the motivation theories we have to come back 

to theories of scientific management. Frederick Winslow Taylor and subsequently his 

management approach called Taylorism could be seen as truly revolutionary and had 
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big impact on companies in organisational and management practices (Huczynski et al., 

2007). Other theories which following scientific management approaches and continues 

with Taylorism were Fordism developed by famous Henry Ford and also McDonalism. 

 

All of these theories were developed for workers in factories and after invention of 

assembly line by Henry Ford, workers had no responsibility and we speak about era of 

deskilling. There was effort to adjust workers job toward as few movements during the 

work as possible. It had been developed to very effective system of work, but we have 

to argue that in contemporary work environment trends it would be impossible to 

implement. Nowadays employees and factory workers wouldn’t settle for these 

conditions at working place. On the other hand, Ford also increased rewards for workers 

and other extrinsic motivators, which are still in use to this day. 

 

In the general theory of motivation we distinguish among motives and drivers. These 

two determinants influence our overall motivation. Motives are acquired and it is 

possible to describe as desire to fulfil some need. On the other hand drivers are innate 

and usually biological need, but it is not restricted only for biological need. Drivers are 

activated by deprivation (Huczynski et al., 2007). 

 

 

2.3 McGregor’s X, Y theory 

 

Douglas Murray McGregor in his book, "The Human Side of Enterprise" published in 

1960, has examined behaviour of particular workers. On surveys of behaviour of 

individuals at work formulated two models which he calls Theory X and Theory Y. He 

divided employees into two groups according to their attitude toward the work. Features 

of persons belonging to theory X are: 

 The average person inherently dislikes work 

 People must be directed to work 
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 People wish to avoid responsibility 

 People feel that achievement at work is irrelevant 

 Most people are dull and uncreative 

 Money is the only real reason for working 

 People lack the desire to improve their quality of life 

 Having an objective is a form of imprisonment 

 

But with changing business environment and developing of social culture is necessary 

to adjust also approaches to leading of people in companies. In current time are more 

and more employees with features corresponding to theory Y (Bedrnová, 2002). Here 

are the features of individual correspondent with type Y: 

 Work is as natural as rest to people 

 People will exercise self-discretion and self-control 

 People enjoy real responsibility 

 Achievement is highly valued by people 

 Most people have imagination and creativity 

 Money is only one benefit from work 

 People have needs to improve their quality of life 

 Objectives are welcomed as an aid to effectiveness 

 

Different perception of employees also requires different managerial approaches. While 

managing individuals with type X need authoritarian approach, type Y need 

participative approach. Also application is different. Type X is more appropriate to use 

for shop floor and mass manufacturing - production workers and type Y is appropriate 

for managing professional services, knowledge workers - managers and professionals 

(12Manage, 2009). 
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2.4 Content theories 

Theories which are focused on goals we aspire to satisfied are known as Content 

theories. One representative of content theory is Abraham Harold Maslow and his 

hierarchy of needs. He described nine categories of needs and ordered them as we can 

see on following figure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Self‐
actualisation

Need for 
freedom of 
enquiry & 
expansion

Need for transcendence

Aesthetic

Need to know and understand

Esteem

Affiliation

Safety

Biological

Figure 1 ‐ Maslow's hierarchy of needs (Huczynski et al., 2007)
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Maslow argued that we have these nine categories of needs and it should be applied on 

people in general. It is starting on the fundamental biological need as oxygen, food etc. 

on the lowest level of hierarchy. Without the first category from the hierarchy we die, 

while for example, without esteem and love we feel inferior and helpless. On the top of 

hierarchy is self-actualisation. Maslow argued that self-actualised people are rare and 

establish condition for people to developed their capabilities to this extent is really 

challenging task. According to Huczynski et al. (2007) is self-actualisation the desire to 

fulfilment, to develop our potential, to become everything that we are capable of 

becoming. Armstrong (2007) argued that all behaviour is influenced by tension from 

unsatisfied need. The unsatisfied need creates disequilibrium and people behave toward 

particular goal to restore the balance. And with one goal is possible to satisfied more 

than one need. 

 

Clayton Paul Alderfer argued with only three basic categories and presented ERG 

theory. These three categories were Existence, Relatedness and Growth and was partly 

related to needs presented by Maslow (Huczynski et al., 2007).  

 Existence category contains needs as: biological and safety.  

 Relatedness contains needs as: affiliation and esteem. 

 Growth contains needs as: self-actualisation and self-esteem. 

 

As the contrast to Maslows “progression hypothesis” when we trying to go way up on 

the hierarchy, Alderfer developed a “regression hypothesis” which means that when our 

attempts to satisfy higher level of needs category are frustrated, we drop to a lower 

category of needs. Despite the differences between these two theories, practical 

managerial implications of both are the same. 
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2.5 Process theories 

 

Unlike content theories, process theories give one cognitive decision making role in 

selecting goals. These theories stated that individuals are motivated by different 

outcomes and cultures encourage different patterns of motivation. 

 

 

2.5.1 Equity theory 

 

J. Stacy Adams is author of theory known as Equity theory. Argument of this approach 

how motivate employee is based on perception of inequity. Adams argues that people 

tend to feel good luck when the amount of reward is moderately higher and they are 

slightly over-rewarded, while modest under-rewarding is not so readily tolerated. There 

is developed calculation of inequity when we compare ratios including reward (pay, 

recognition) and contribution (time, effort, ideas) (Huczynski et al., 2007): 

 

 
   

 
  

 

We seek or do what we perceive as adequate for our effort. This means that this theory 

is based on the fair treatment, or better to say on treatment we perceive as fair. Here 

could arise problems when everyone has different experiences and know different 

people. It means that also everyone will have different equity. According to Equity 

theory, the highest motivated employee is the one who perceives his reward as equal to 

his contributions. If he feels that he is working and being rewarded at about the same 

rate as his colleagues, then he will judge that he is being treated fairly. 
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2.5.2 Expectancy theory 

 

The beginnings of the Expectancy theory have been laid in 1930s by Edward C. 

Tolman. This theory is perceived as cognitive theory. Theory is considered as one of the 

process theories and author considers people as purposive behaving. It means that 

everyone has desired goal, which he choose and all behaving is adjusted to achieve this 

goal. The basic point of this theory is assumption that if one knows, that more effort and 

hard work would lead to bigger reward, he will work harder and performance will be 

also higher. 

 

American psychologist Victor H. Vroom advances this theory and interpret first 

expectancy theory of work design based on three determinants: 

 valence (perceived value of particular outcome), 

 instrumentality (perceived probability that good performance will lead to 

valued reward), 

 and expectancy (perceived probability that effort will lead to good 

performance). 

All of these values can be positive or negative according to perception of the employee. 

Authors sometime also present this theory as VIE theory. 

 

He also describes dependency of these three factors on overall performance in 

expectancy equation as follows: 

F = V x I x E, 

where three (V, I, E) variables are above mentioned factors and their influence on force 

of motivation (F). 

 

The assumption of this theory is that there should be all of three variables positive. In 

another word - people must be motivated in every three variables to work hard. As an 
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example I can present necessary conditions which must be fulfilled at the same time: 

worker must believe that hard work will lead to precise result of work. At the same time 

that hard work will lead to good money he will get and that his effort will be sufficient 

to good performance or work promotion. If one of these variables is negative, in 

meaning that employee doesn’t believe in some of result, he won’t be motivate to good 

performance. 

 

Model of work motivation 

 

This model was designed by Lyman Porter and Edward Lawler (1968) and this model 

connected on the Vroom’s theory and makes it more comprehensive. Their theory 

expressed by the Model of work motivation is showed bellow on figure 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This model has been developed as more comprehensive theory of work motivation. This 

theory ilustrated on figure 2 identifies the factors contributing to job performance. The 

effort expended on a task depends on the rewards for performing well, and on the 

Percieved value 
of reward 

Effort

Individual abilities 
and trait 

Expectation that 
performance will 
lead to rewrard 

Role perception 

Job performance

Percieved equity 
of rewards 

Job satisfaction

Intrinsic reward

Extrinsic reward 

Figure 2 ‐ The Porter‐Lawler model of work motivation (Huczynski et al., 2007)
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expectation that those rewards follow performance. What Vroom called expenctancy is 

seen to depend not just on individual perceptions, but also on abilities and traits and on 

role perception, or the degree to which the individual feels that what they are required 

to do is consistent with their perception of their role. This model argues that 

performance affects satisfaction and not other way, because satisfaction depends on 

need fulfilment. It stated, that satisfaction is only one attitude, however, appropriately 

rewarded, is likely to lead to job satisfaction (Huczynski et al., 2007, pp 252, 253). 

 

 

2.5.3 Job characteristic model 

 

One of the most popular job design, which approach is similar to Herzberg’s theory is 

Job characteristic model developed by Richard Hackman and Greg Oldham (Ramlall, 

2004). According this theory, employee experience motivation if job generates three 

psychological states: 

 experienced responsibility, 

 experienced meaningfulness, 

 knowledge of results. 

 

The first state we can describe as the extent to which individual feels responsible for the 

work output. Another state meaningfulness is possible to describe as extent to which 

individual perceives job to be meaningful, valuable and worthwhile. The last state is 

awareness how effective is converting employees’ effort into practice. Expectancy 

theorists argued that all of these three critical states must be present at one time to 

achieve high internal work motivation, high performance, high satisfaction and low 

absenteeism and labour turnover. 
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2.5.4 Goal-setting theory 

 

Goal setting theory is one of the process theories with its advocate Edwin Locke. This 

theory is based on assumption, that work motivation can be influenced by setting 

challenging and difficult goals. This first aspect pushes employees to work harder and 

stretch them. But these difficult goals can not be beyond their abilities. All goals should 

be enough specific. Employees must know how precise their work must be and also 

what is expected from them. Participation on setting goals is necessary to make 

employees feel more committed for results and therefore motivate them to work harder 

and better. Last but not least aspect influencing motivation is feedback. Workers have to 

know results of their work to improve their skills and feel achievement in their job. 

Feedback provides opportunities to clarify expectations, adjust goal difficulty, and gain 

recognition. It's important to provide benchmark opportunities or targets, so individuals 

can determine for themselves how they're doing. Often is used acronym, that goals have 

to be SMART: specific, measurable, attainable, realistic and time-related (Armstrong, 

2007). 

 

 

2.6 Social processes of motivating others 

 

At the beginning Taylor and Ford see workers as machines and advocated deskilling 

and as few movement of certain worker as possible. Contrary to that approach are 

theories which are sometimes used today. These theories use quality of work life 

(QWL). It wants employees to have some experience from work and increase thus their 

performance. One of these techniques is job enrichment. This should give employee 

better feelings from work and enhance his motivation toward the job. 

 

Development in company motivational systems and in these theories led to focusing 

more and more on already mentioned quality of work life. Another technique of 
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company arrangement is empowerment. Companies give their employees more 

autonomy at work, discretion and decision-making responsibility.  

 

All mentioned theories contribute to development of high performance work system. 

This technique is modern and multinational companies implicate it into their systems. 

Main feature is working in autonomous teams responsible for every issues connected to 

their job or task. Assumptions are: flat hierarchy of management, where doesn’t exist 

supervision, also no special benefits for management such as parking places and special 

dining rooms (Huczynski et al., 2007). 

 

 

2.6.1 McClelland’s need theory 

 

Theory of need popularised by McClelland states that motivation of individual can 

resulted from three dominant needs. It is need for achievement, power and affiliation. 

Generally, all three needs are present in each individual. They are shaped and acquired 

over time by the cultural background of the individual and his life experience. Training 

can be used to modify a need profile. Nevertheless, one of the needs is dominant and 

also depending on the personality. Unlike Maslow, McClelland did not specify any 

transition stages among the needs. The importance of different needs at work depends 

upon the position one occupies. According to McClelland need for achievement is 

based on desire to do things better than it have been done before and also to be more 

successful than predecessors. Person with high need for achievement want to solve 

difficult and challenging task on the high level. On the lines bellow follow some 

features which have people with high need for achievement: 

 they want to have success and need to receive positive feedback, 

 they seek to stretch themselves and thus tend to avoid both low-risk and 

high-risk situations, 
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 they avoid low-risk situations because the easily attained success is not a 

genuine achievement. In high-risk projects, achievers see the outcome as one 

of chance rather than a result of their own effort, 

 they like to work alone or with other high achievers, 

 McClelland believes that these people make the best leaders, although there 

can be a tendency to demand too much of their staff in the belief that they 

are all also highly results driven. 

 

One’s need for power according to this theory assume high need for influence others 

and force them to do something that they wouldn’t do normally. They can be grouped 

into two types: personal and institutional power: 

 people with a high need for personal power want to direct and influence 

others, 

 a high need for institutional power means that people like to organize the 

efforts of others to achieve the goals of the organization, 

 high power people enjoy competition and status-oriented positions, 

 managers with a high need for institutional power tend to be more effective 

than those with a high need for personal power. 

 

People with high need for affiliation desire to be loved, belong to some group of 

people and spend time in social relationships and activities. McClelland stated that 

people in managerial position should have this need at low level, because they have to 

do hard decisions without worrying about being disliked. Some features of people with 

strong need for affiliation: 

 they want to be liked and accepted by others, and attach importance to a 

personal interaction, 

 they tend to conform to the norms of their work group, 

 they prefer cooperation over competition, 
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 obviously, they perform well in customer service and client interaction 

situations. 

 

According to McClelland is the best combination of top managers needs low level of 

affiliation need coupled with high need for power. This theory is also known as 

acquired needs theory or learned needs theory (McClelland, 1961; Ramlall, 2004). 

 

 

2.6.2 The motivator-hygiene theory 

 

This theory developed by Frederic Herzberg (1959) is based on research carried out on 

set of engineers and accountants. Point of this theory is that there exist hygiene factors, 

which removing dissatisfaction of employees. These factors are aspects of work that 

remove dissatisfaction, but don’t contribute to motivation and better performance. They 

include: pay, supervision, security, company policy, working conditions. 

 

And motivators, which are improving state of “peace” in company to overall 

satisfaction. Motivators largely resulted from intrinsic factors such as: recognition, 

achievement, responsibility, growth and work itself. These aspects contribute to high 

performance of employees and motivate them. 

 

According to Herzberg (1968) should management motivate employees by so called 

“vertical loading”, which means to give employees task, which improve their skills and 

enable them to become specialists, despite of “horizontal loading” when employees 

have tasks of still same difficulty (Ramlall, 2004; Huczynski et al., 2007).  
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2.6.3 The Hay Group engaged performance 

 

According to Armstrong et al. (2007) the Hay Group developed model from opinion of 

their employees. The model focuses both on tangible and intangible rewards, which are 

possible to distinguish as extrinsic and intrinsic according to some authors. This model 

is based on five elements of relational rewards such following. First from these five 

groups is element Inspiration and Values, which include factors of motivation such as 

quality of leadership, which means that employees’ satisfaction is influenced by 

behaving of top management and CEOs to subordinates. Another important value is 

reputation of the organisation. When company where people work is acknowledge as 

one of the top firms to work for, employees could be more motivated to good 

performance at work. Recognition of work, which was achieved by employees, is 

another necessary factor in reward system. Employees must know that their work is 

appreciated by management even when they know, that objective has been achieved. To 

good performance also contribute well functioning communication among employees 

and bosses. Employee must have feeling that his voice has some value and his 

contribution to the company as well.  

 

Future growth and opportunity - learning and development beyond current job. It’s no 

doubt that people enjoy learning so it can be treated as one of intrinsic rewards. Career 

advancement opportunities should be included in talent management and it is very often 

question of university absolvent on job interviews. People want to opportunity to be 

promoted or to gain new skills during the work in company. Performance improvement 

and feedback could be motivated in the view of self-reflection, when employees see 

their performance and also endeavour to improve themselves. 

 

Quality of work, perception of the value of work, challenge/interest is very important 

element mainly for professionals and it usually is very de-motivating if it’s missing. 

Robertson et al., 1985 identified several kinds of influence in this area: opportunity to 

combine tasks and do several tasks, combining tasks to form natural work units, using 

feedback and inform people about their tasks and responsibilities. Achievement is 
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element connected with Maslow’s theory and places quite high in the hierarchy. It could 

be influenced by company by constructing sound job design and thus reinforce self-

esteem and self-confidence.  

 

Enabling environment - tools and equipment, job training (current position, information 

and processes. Employees want to work with transparent information and want 

bureaucracy to be minimized as much as possible. With this issue is also connected use 

of safety/personal security, inner city areas or CCTV. 

 

Work/life balance - supportive environment – management should use styles of 

leadership for supportive company culture and emphasis should be on valuing people 

rather than mobilizing workers. Then follows few other aspects which relate to this 

element: Recognition of lifecycle needs/flexibility – flexible work hours and policies 

(O’Brien et al. 2007; Pruijt, 2000). Security of income – variable pay with very low 

base salary threshold could be de-motivating and also work for minimum wage could be 

source of this issue. Social environment – is for employees some type of feeling that 

they belong to some community. Company could improve this motivating element by 

investing to team-building practises or team lunch times etc. As benefits of this 

approach we can highlight mainly greater impact, enhancing the employment 

relationship, increased engagement as part of the processes, flexibility to meet 

individual needs, winning the war for talent. 

 

 

2.7 Relationship between motivation and performance 

 

The basic requirements for job satisfaction may include both extrinsic and intrinsic 

motivators. What means from the pay and bonuses to social interaction and high degree 

of autonomy. But satisfaction of employees depend more on the needs of every 

individual, rather then on type or height of remuneration. There are no evidences which 

prove that satisfied worker is also a high performer and vice versa.  
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Therefore must exists comprehensive motivational system. This system should include 

wide range of remuneration (Armstrong et al., 2007). That is the reason to design 

rewarding system and set it up accordingly to the needs of employees of particular 

company. Performance is considered to be a function of ability and motivation, thus: 

Job performance = f (ability) (motivation)  

Ability in turn depends on education, experience and training and its improvement is 

slow and long process. On the other hand motivation can be improved quickly. There 

are many options and an uninitiated manager may not even know where to start. 

 

2.8 Psychological contract 

 

Another theoretical approach which is necessary to know is interpretation of 

psychological contract. This is presented in following sentence: “the perceptions of the 

two parties, employee and employer, of what their mutual obligations are towards each 

other” (Guest et al., 2004). Attention has focused primarily on what the employer owes 

its employees. These ‘obligations’ may often be imprecise. They may be inferred from 

management behaviour or from what has happened in the past, or from statements made 

during the recruitment process or in performance appraisals. Some obligations may be 

seen as ‘promises’ and others simply as ‘expectations’. The common factor is that 

failure to meet employee expectations is seen as some kind of breach of faith (CIPD, 

2005).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

INPUTS 

Employee 
characteristic 

Organisation 
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HR practises 
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Fairness 

Trust 

OUTPUTS 

Employee 
behaviour 

Performance 
delivery 

Figure 3 – Simplified model of Psychological contract (Guest et al., 2004) 
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This model suggests that the core of the contract can be measured in terms of fairness of 

treatment, trust, and the extent to which the explicit deal or contract is perceived to be 

delivered. 

 

All of these theories deal with the terms motivation, satisfaction, performance etc. 

Objective of all theories was to make employee more satisfied and therefore improve 

his performance in the work, make work environment better, lower absenteeism or 

labour turnover and affect somehow results of company. If there is identified some issue 

in connection with HRM usually is possible to determine problem and propose changes 

in some of the HR processes. Theoretical background shows that theories developed 

from the theories focused more on the intrinsic values and on efficient production to 

theories which are dealing with quality of work environment, making from job better 

place to spent most of the day and we can find terms such as job enrichment, 

empowerment and autonomy. Therefore modern HR theories suggest give employees 

more autonomy and more participation on decision making processes. 

 

 

2.9 Rewarding and work evaluation 

 

Rewarding processes are most effective when they are based on appropriate reward 

philosophies, strategies and policies (Armstrong, 2002). But it is useful to distinguish 

between these terms. Reward philosophy means the broad values and beliefs, that 

company has about rewards. It shapes reward strategies, policies and the practices and 

processes how its use. It could be also expressed as guiding principles. Reward strategy 

directs pay programmes to what the organisation wants to achieve. In the strategy is 

intent how the organisation is going to put its reward philosophy into practice. We 

distinguish three types of reward policies. Those types are following: attraction policy, 

retention policy and talent management policy. The last term is reward policy which 

indicates how reward processes should be designed and managed within the context of 
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the reward philosophy. It provides guidelines for managers and HR specialists on how 

particular and recurring reward issues should be dealt with. 

 

 

2.9.1 Incentives, rewards and bonuses theories 

 

One of possible sorting is according to Huczynski et al. (2007) with cooperation with 

Six Sigma Company, on three types of rewards. These are Intrinsic rewards, Extrinsic 

rewards and Social rewards. These three types of rewarding are considered as the most 

comprehensive. More detailed view is as follows. 

 

Intrinsic rewards are those, that one receives for involvement in activities that enhance 

feelings of self competence, growth, satisfaction, responsibility and autonomy. Intrinsic 

rewards most commonly include the development and use of new skills and 

competencies, increased levels of responsibility, discretion, and control over work, and 

the feelings of satisfaction that accompany these changes (Alen et al., 1997). 

 

Extrinsic rewards are those which employees receive from company and can be both 

direct and indirect (Huczynski et al., 2007). Direct extrinsic rewards are these which 

employee receive for participation on some task or for his work and could have form of 

movie tickets or also often use “cafeteria tokens”, which is reward what employee can 

adjust to his needs and it usually some kind of experience or fancy services. 

 

Social rewards are derived from study of needs of belonging, affiliation and relatedness 

(Alderfer, 1969) and partly are related to extrinsic rewards. As social reward could be 

use for example opportunity for employees to interact with co-workers and participated 

on together task, which can means to enable work in teams. 
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But in comparison with components of rewards as presented Armstrong et al. (2007) is 

previous theoretical arrangement maybe too complicated. Armstrong provides a well 

arranged sorting known as Total rewards or Total rewards programme. Components 

of this arrangement we can as follows: 

 

Financial rewards and benefits (all TRANSACTIONAL REWARDS) 

- Base pay 

- Contingent pay (for performance, competence or contribution) 

- Variable pay (cash bonuses) 

- Share ownership 

- Benefits 

o TOTOAL RENUMERATION 

+ 

Non-financial rewards – those arising from the work itself and the work environment 

(all RELATIONAL REWARDS) 

- Recognition 

- Responsibility 

- Meaningful work 

- Autonomy 

- Opportunity to use and develop skills 

- Career opportunities 

- Quality of working life 

- Work/life balance 

= TOTAL REWARD 
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Objective of this system is to drive desired behaviour of the workforce. This 

arrangement integrates possible ways in which individual can be rewarded for his 

contribution. It can be done by financial or non-financial reward. The reliance is not 

placed on one or two reward mechanisms operating in isolation. The basis of total 

rewards is that reward processes are inter-related, complementary and mutually 

reinforcing. These programmes could help create a work experience that meets the 

needs of employees and encourages them to contribute extra effort, by developing a 

deal that addresses a broad range of issues. Also by spending reward money where they 

will be most effective in addressing workers’ shifting values. 

 

Advantages of presented reward configuration according to Armstrong (2002) we can 

summarised as follows: 

 Increased flexibility (rewards are tailored to particular strategies and visions 

of the company). 

 Recruitment and Retention (employees can be presented with the total value 

of the employment package) 

 Enhance profitability (direct link can be seen between motivation of 

employees and product quality) 

 

 

2.9.2 Types of pay and reward 

 

Pay and rewards have a few different functions. These functions are attraction, retention 

and motivation. At first it is remuneration or salary, what should attracted potential 

employees. Second are benefits, which should keep right people in the organisation. 

And the last incentives, bonuses or perks should motivate employees. Every of these 

groups have many possible types suitable for different companies, position in 

companies and also different sectors and industries. (CIPD, 2009) 
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In the following paragraphs I will mention more detailed overview of pays, salaries, 

benefits, bonuses and incentives. 

 

Base pay 

Determinants of pay levels varied mainly in accordance with size of company, sector 

etc. Main factors are following 3, which affected pay level. These factors are: 

 market rates, 

 ability to pay, 

 and collective bargaining. 

 

Another aspect which influence pay level can be national minimal wage. This 

instrument is used in some economics for different reasons and means that employer 

must have pay on certain level. Reasons of implementation minimal wage can be social, 

economic or social equity. 

 

Following overview contain detailed types of base pay: individual pay rates/ranges/spot 

salaries, broadbands, job families/career grades, pay spines, narrow graded pay 

structures. 

 

Variable pay 

Short-term bonuses and incentives 

Also in this case depend on company what type of bonus or incentive is used. In general 

bonuses are used to awarded past performance and incentives are used to awarded or 

stimulate future performance. The most common short-term bonuses and incentives are 

rewards linked to individual’s performance, collective approaches and most popular 

bonuses linked to business results. These exist in recognition scheme and non-financial 

scheme and differ mainly according to sectors (business, voluntary). Many 

organisations use gift vouchers or arrange trips or experiences, while others find a 
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simple ‘thank you’ from an individual’s line manager or the chief executive can have 

positive effects (CIPD, 2009). 

 

Long-term bonuses 

This type of attracting, retaining and motivating instrument is still popular type of 

reward. It contains different types of share ownership schemes. It is usually used for 

senior managers, but can exist also all-employee scheme. 

 

Employee perks and bonuses 

Between these types of rewarding belong for example paid leave, occupational sick pay, 

occupational pensions and healthcare benefits and newer ones such as on-site massages, 

concierge benefits and bicycles. We can observe also flexible schemes and mainly 

employers with more employees, approximately over 1000 employees, use this. 

Example of this type of reward is for example ‘flex plan’ and so called ‘cafeteria 

benefits’. Cafeteria benefits are used by big employers because employee get a voucher 

for some activity and then individually choose what activity he wants to do and 

personally adjust it. 

 

Non-financial rewards 

There are not just financial rewards playing role in attraction, retention and motivation 

of employees. Same importance has also non-financial rewards and modern global 

environment force employers to avoid omitting them. Examples of those non-financial 

rewards are following: 

 career and personal growth, 

 friendly working environment, 

 flexible working schemes, 

 team-based events, 

 be involved in decision-making process, 
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 recognition. 

 

Big international employers such as KPMG and its HR departments are focus both on 

financial and non-financial benefits and compete on labour market mainly with very 

friendly collective in company and good working environment. They allow for example 

using e-mail address for personal messages, providing courses of foreign languages, 

specialised courses according to department etc. (KPMG, 2009). 

 

 

2.9.3 Evaluation of employees 

 

One of possible way how to evaluate behaving and performance of employee is called 

360 feedback or 360 degree feedback. This method is used in modern companies and it 

provides broad information about employees and their performance. The process of 

evaluation begins with filling the questionnaire. Usually about 10 people from one work 

environment fill the questionnaire about their colleagues anonymously and also about 

themselves. This should provide the information how people perceive behaving of one 

with comparison to himself perception. There are used also information gain from 

suppliers, clients and other people connected with company (Armstrong, 2007). 

 

When we need to motivate employee to better performance we have according to 

Armstrong (2002) three choices of rewards. It is intrinsic, extrinsic and social reward. 

Most of the authors (Buch, 2006; Hudleston, 2006; Ghazzawi, 1999; Ramlall, 2004) 

distinguish only between intrinsic and extrinsic reward. While most motivating to work 

better and to be more creative is mainly extrinsic reward, which include rewards such as 

employee autonomy, recognition and empowerment. Then intrinsic motivation contains 

rewards such as pay, allowances etc. and this motivate employees also to work hard, but 

mainly on stereotyped tasks such as workers in the manufacture. Therefore is possible 

to assume that in this research will be more preferred reward intrinsic, because research 

is conducted in company with majority of manufacture employees. 
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3 EMPIRICAL PART  

 

In empirical part of this thesis will be described company and information about HR 

processes, general information about number of employees, information about structure 

of holding in which is investigated company as subsidiary company. Then are described 

methods which were used in research. These methods have been chosen after precise 

study of theories and possible methodology and questions were developed directly for 

this particular company. At the end are presented results and identified also shortages of 

current system in company. 

 

 

3.1 Company background 

 

Following subchapter describe briefly history of company and also relation to the 

mother company and other companies in the Baude Holding. Then I also show an 

organisational structure of company and describe the basic numbers related to company 

such as numbers of employees developing in the years from foundation of company till 

the year 2009.  

 

 

3.1.1 Baude Kabeltechnik s.r.o. and Baude Kabeltechnik GmbH 

 

Company Baude Kabeltechnik was founded in 1978 south of Hannover in 

Niedersachsen Germany. In 1991 company founded its trading station in former 

Czechoslovakia to meet local market demand. Local subsidiary was founded in 1996 in 

Brno, due to high demand on the market in the Czech Republic. Its main production is 

focused on railing cable systems. Czech subsidiary has business partners in countries 

within Europe and also in Russia, Egypt, Dubai and Australia. Figure 4 shows 

organisational structure of Baude Holding. 
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Company Baude Kabeltechnik, GmbH posses 100% share of Baude Kabeltechnik, s.r.o. 

This organisational structure has impact mainly on financial flows and connected 

decision making processes. There is no influence on human resource policy. Director of 

Czech subsidiary and his administration team set up their own independent HR policy 

for every single HR process. 

 

 

3.1.2 Company organisational structure 

 

Nowadays after collective redundancies company is counting 25 employees. But 

organisational structure is the same as it was. Figure 5 shows how is whole company 

organised. The director has office which is part of economic department. This 

department consists of accountant and assistant of the director. This department used to 

employ part-time worker on help with administrative issues. 

 

Second level of company structure consists of two departments. These departments are 

business department and production. Production is further divided on confection, spirals 

Baude Holding

Baude Kabeltechnik, 
GmbH

Baude Kabeltechnik, 
s.r.o.

Baude – Nifa, GmbH

Diagram 1 ‐ Structure ofBaude HoldingFigure 4 ‐ Structure of Baude Holding
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and storage. Responsibility for this department has production supervisor. Three 

salesmen in the business department are directly subordinate to the director. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.1.3 Current HR management in company 

 

Current situation in company is quite a lot affected by world economic crisis. Obviously 

we do not talk just about financial crisis of the company, but this crisis had also impact 

on people perception of their job. One point of view is from the company management 

perspective. Management was forced to reduced number of employees because of 

financial problems emerged after fall in orders from customers of company. 

Development in employee numbers we can demonstrate on following graph. 

Director

Business department

3 Sales persons

Production

Production supervisor

Storage

Confection

Spirals

Accountant Office assistant

Figure 5 – Organisational Structure of Baude Kabeltechnik
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Graph 1 ‐ Number of employees 1997 ‐ 2009 

 

Secondly is necessary to take into account that employees are afraid that they can be 

redundant. This situation has great impact on work environment in company and also on 

satisfaction of employees. 

 

 

3.1.4 Company HR vision and strategies 

 

As it was mentioned in previous chapters company is independent in setting HR 

strategies. Mother company in Germany doesn’t influence HR strategy of Czech 

subsidiary. Basic business strategy could be formulated as effort to gain bigger market 

share, mainly in economic crisis situation and fight with rivals. This objective is 

possible to achieve. As we can see in appendices 7, 8, 9, company has up to 10 rivals on 

the market and quite strong position on the market with cables. 
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3.2 Evaluation of contemporary motivation system 

 

Following chapter deals with current motivational system and presents some of the 

outcomes of designed questionnaire. There are also information from the interviews and 

observations conducted in company during the internship and research. I also identified 

some of most significant deficiencies and shortages of current system. 

 

Specification of used methods 

For this purpose to examine current motivation system where used these methods: short 

questionnaire for management of company, interview with director and company 

websites. In the questionnaire were questions mainly about current system of rewards 

and about data such as labour turnover and number of employee. It was open-ended 

question which were answered by director. Then additional information about process 

of recruitment, current issues and absenteeism were discussed on the interview with the 

director and with assistant of director, because these persons have the most significant 

information about company. On company websites were examined general information 

mainly about company history, range of products and information which were used for 

developing of strategic analyses in appendices. 

 

 

3.2.1 Rewarding system used by Baude Kabeltechnik 

 

In this subchapter I would like to describe type of incentives which are used in 

examined company. From the questionnaire addressed to management of company and 

from personal interview with the director of company I identified following types of 

incentives: 

 Car 

 Food vouchers 
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 Further qualification and education improving 

 One more week of the holiday 

 Commuting allowance 

 Contributory pension insurance 

 13th wage 

 Opportunity to work as much as employee want 

 Birthday parties 

 Inter-firm gathering 

 Company Christmas parties 

 

As we can observe on the list above, management use mainly intrinsic motivation for 

their employees. Company car is provided only for the director and for business 

department of the company. Every employee has possibility to gain food vouchers and 

contributory pension insurance. While food vouchers use most of the employees, 

contributory pension insurance  use only 5 employees. This small number of employees 

is caused by employees themselves. Management of company offer this possibility to 

employees. But most of employees reject this offer and spread the opinion, that this 

benefit is not worthy. Therefore rest of employees reject this offer too. 

 

But in current economy situation, company was forced to cancel providing some of 

above mentioned incentives. In the beginning of year 2009 company stopped pay 13th 

wage, one more week of holiday and birthday parties. Because of inevitable labour cost 

cuts management must cancelled opportunity to work as much as employees want to. 

Moreover working hours was cut from usual 8 to 6. These measures were come into a 

force at the beginning of the year 2009 and planned end of it is at the end of October. 
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3.2.2 How is wage assessed  

 

The wage is assessed differently for workers in manufacture, for employees in business 

department and economic department. Company uses base wage in combination with 

variable wage. This is common for both groups of employees. But there are used 

different tools and conditions. 

 

The wage of manufacture and similar workers are stated according to following 

formula: 

Wage = base pay + evaluation of supervisor 

  

Employees in trade department employees have wage stated according following 

formula: 

Wage = base pay + evaluation of supervisor + assets turnover share 

 

The wage of administrative employees is stated according to following formula: 

Wage = base pay 

 

When wage includes also evaluation of supervisor part of whole remuneration is stated 

mainly according to quality of employees’ work, number of sick leave hours and 

according to pace of work which is done in whole department. 

 

We can see also that employees in business department are motivated by the assets 

turnover, which should support their effort to arrange more business meetings and 

accept more orders. 
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3.2.3 Selection of new employees 

 

There are two approaches how are new employees selected. One group are workers in 

manufacture, spirals and similar job positions as storekeeper, drivers etc. The process of 

selection consists only from one interview, where are assessed mainly previous work 

experiences and settled conditions of future work such as pay, working hour etc. At this 

stage is worker almost always engaged on position. Then is worker assessed according 

to quality of his work. 

 

Another group are administrative employees on the positions as accountant, assistant 

and salespersons. There is currently used system of recommendation from friends, 

business partners and families of employees. Therefore, when is some vacant position in 

the business or administrative departments, usually every administrative employee is 

familiar with the situation. If some friend of employee looking for a job, then he has to 

pass interview with director, where are again only specified details about position in 

company, work conditions and accountability of new employee. Company attempted in 

last two years develop selection procedure, but with inconsistent results, what lead to 

current state. 

 

 

3.2.4 Employee work attendance control and absenteeism 

 

Absenteeism is one of the biggest problems of HR management of company. In recent 

years there were cases, when employees abused sick leave. According to words of the 

director of company, employees also falsified a medical certificate from their doctor and 

company had to compensate them a wage. Even some employees had some sick leave 

hours every second week. This means really big additional labour cost and it’s 

necessary to face this issue. From the beginning of the year 2005 company used 

electronic attendance control. Nevertheless employees still tried to falsify records and 

just electronic attendance control was insufficient measure. 
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From the beginning of the year 2006 company uses combination of control and 

motivation. Management of the company decided to implement annual benefits for 

employees which meet requirements of company about number of sick leave hours. 

Momentarily is possible to observe slight improvement in number of doctor visits and 

employees are also keen to compensate hours that they spent on the short-term sick 

leave. For the future company plans also initiate SAP system and deepen surveillance to 

every operation in manufacture and also initiate online surveillance of work pace and of 

the keeping the work norms. Commentary on this measurements and proposals how to 

improve this system and also behaving of employees is possible to find in chapter 

Recommendation and proposals. 

 

 

3.2.5 Training and education of employees 

 

Additional education or training company provide only for the administrative 

employees. It’s necessary to improve and update knowledge of accountant. That is why 

company pays seminars about accounting and new tax regulations. There is no 

possibility of trainings or further education for manufacturing workers. 

 

 

3.2.6 Common activities of employees 

 

According to information gained from director and assistants of director were in the 

recent years few activities or gatherings, where could employees meet each other 

somewhere else than in the job. This questionnaire was delivered to the director of the 

company and also to economic department. Namely it was birthday party for 

employees. But management due to economic recession and financial issues was forced 

to stop this type of expenses in the beginning of the year 2009. Common activity which 

is arranged by the company is Christmas celebration.  
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But there are no other activities where employees can meet each other. On the other 

hand, results from the questionnaire, where employees could express their opinion on 

this type of activity, shows lack of interest. 

 

 

3.3 Objectives and hypotheses 

 

Objective of this diploma thesis is recommendation of appropriate changes in current 

motivational system. The first step is to evaluate contemporary motivation system of 

Baude Kabeltechnik. All analyses will be conducted according to research procedures 

presented in Minnesota satisfaction questionnaire manual (Weiss, 1967). The data were 

collected with use of questionnaire which consists of two parts. First part is MSQ, 

which is type of questionnaire developed to assess job satisfaction. Second part is 

customized questionnaire developed precisely for research in this company. All 

recommendations will result from the most known theories and with use of research 

methods developed for investigation of the current setting of motivation system in 

company and satisfaction of employees in company. 

 

First two of the following hypotheses are formulated according to assumption of Baude 

Kabeltechnik director. Other hypotheses were stated according to already conducted 

surveys (Huddleston, 1999; Pennington, 1991). 

 

H1: Company suits to all employees in manufacture department. This hypothesis is 

based on assumption, that this group of employees are satisfied with job that they are 

doing and want to stay at current position. 

 

H2: All employees from the company are overall satisfied, but dissatisfied with the 

money they get for their job and also dissatisfied with leadership. 
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H3: Employees choose this employment again and also recommend it to his friends or 

relatives. This is also based on assumption that overall satisfaction will be high. 

 

H4: There will be differences between extrinsic and intrinsic values of the employees in 

the manufacture and employees in administrative departments. This hypothesis is based 

on the assumption, that these groups of employees will have different perception of 

motivation system. 

 

 

3.4 Research methodology 

 

In this chapter I focused on the possible ways of the research. For the purpose of my 

research I focused on the most appropriate questionnaire research and interviews. I 

identified a few possible questionnaire surveys from which has been chosen Minnesota 

Satisfaction Questionnaire (MSQ). On the end of chapter are described types of 

interviews and supposed sample of respondents. 

 

 

3.4.1 Questionnaire research 

 

There are developed few methods of obtaining necessary information for employee 

motivation research. One of these was developed by Richard Hackman and Greg 

Oldham (1974). It is method named Job Diagnostic Survey (JDS) and designing 

questionnaire with specific questions. This method is used when investigating how 

motivating job is. All respondents rate their answers on scale one to seven. Results of 

JDS are established by calculation of Motivating Potential Score (MPS) with following 

formulation: 
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3
     

 

Another possible way how to measure job satisfaction has been developed by Weiss et 

al. (1967) at the University of Minnesota. Proposed questionnaire is known as 

Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire. The research resulted in the development of a 

questionnaire (in two forms, long and short) that measures satisfaction with several 

specific aspects of work and work environments. This questionnaire (MSQ) makes it 

feasible to obtain more individualized picture of worker satisfaction than was possible. 

It is using gross or more general measures of satisfaction with the job as a whole. This 

individualized measurement is useful because two individuals may express the same 

amount of general satisfaction with their work but for entirely different reasons. For 

example, one individual may be satisfied with his work because it allows him to satisfy 

his needs for independence and security. And other person who is equally satisfied with 

his work is able to satisfy his needs for creativity, ability utilization and achievement. 

 

The Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire is an instrument that measures satisfaction 

with several different aspects of the work environment. It takes little time to administer; 

it is easy to read (fifth grade reading level); meets the accepted standards for reliability; 

and shows evidence of validity (Weiss et al. 1967). 

 

The short-form MSQ is composed of the twenty items listed below: 

Ability utilization. The chance to do something that makes use of my abilities. 

Achievement. The feeling of accomplishment I get from the job. 

Activity. Being able to keep busy all the time. 

Advancement. The chances for advancement on this job. 

Authority. The chance to tell other people what to do. 

Company policies and practices. The way company policies are put into practice. 

Compensation. May pay and the amount of work I do. 
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Co-workers. The way my co-workers get along with each other. 

Creativity. The chance to try my own methods of doing the job.  

Independence. The chance to work alone on the job. 

Moral values. Being able to do things that don’t go against my conscience. 

Recognition. The praise I get for doing a good job. 

Responsibility. The freedom to use my own judgment. 

Security. The way my job provides for steady employment. 

Social service. The chance to do things for other people. 

Social status. The chance to be ‘somebody’ in the community. 

Supervision-human relations. The way my boss handles his men. 

Supervision-technical. The competence of my supervisor in making decisions. 

Variety. The chance to do different things from time to time. 

Working conditions. 

 

Job Descriptive Index (JDI) consists of ninety items to measure satisfaction with job. It 

has one global scale Job in General and five other scales which are particular areas of 

job Work on Present Job, Present Pay, Opportunities to Promotion, Supervision on 

Present Job and People on Present Job. Scales Pay and Promotion consist of nine items 

each, while the other scales consist of eighteen items. Respondents indicate their 

agreement or disagreement with the thesis by marking “Y” if they agree, “N” if they do 

not, and “?” if they cannot decide. The Job in General scale is developed additionally 

(Smith, 1985). 
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3.4.2 Interviews 

 

According to Oppenheim (2001) is possible to distinguished two types of interviews 

and many possible variations and purposes. When is interview used as tool for research, 

researcher must have communication skill to conduct interview right. The basic two 

kinds of interviews are following: 

 exploratory interview, 

 standardised interview. 

 

The purpose of exploratory interview is mainly to developed survey hypothesis and it is 

more than just collect data and gathering statistics. I used depth interview which are 

include under expression of exploratory interview. I was asking just few respondents, 

which are choose very thoroughly. I chose respondents from both group of employees 

which mean one employee from administrative and also foreman from manufacture. 

Then I conducted interview with director of company. There were asked questions 

about their perception of company HR policy. I asked also the estimation of the results 

of my research. 

 

Advantages of interviewing 

We can recognize several reasons and situations where is more suitable to use 

interviews rather than questionnaire methods. Advantage of interviews is mainly high 

response rate and this method is suitable to use when we need to record attitudes of 

respondents.  Researchers also mention that personal interview is more valid than just 

ticks in forms from persons we don’t know. That is the reason why I decided to use 

interview as an additional method to questionnaire research. 

 

Disadvantages of interviewing 

The main disadvantage is time consuming and high cost need. Disadvantage is obvious 

mainly when research assume high number of respondents. But in my research I 
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interviewed only three respondents from the company. For these interviews were only 

omissible costs such as travel cost and preparation of whole interviews. During 

interview is also danger of some ethically problematic question, which can lead to 

refuse to continue in interview by respondent. 

 

 

3.4.3 Used methods and selection of respondents 

 

I decided to use combination of several methods mentioned before. To state main 

hypotheses I choose to interview director of company and also some administrative 

workers such as accountant, assistant and salespersons. I chose these employees, 

because they participate on decision making process in company and therefore have a 

important information about company. What means that they have also good overview 

about company. For this survey I used an exploratory interview. This method should 

have helped to obtain important information and attitudes of persons working in the 

management of company. I have to obtain information about company and about 

processes running in the company. It was necessary also to develop next tool to obtain 

information about satisfaction in company. As it was mentioned before I asked 

particularly director, foreman of manufacture and assistant of director. These employees 

represented both groups of employees such as administrative and manufacture. And 

necessity to conduct interview with director is obvious, that the most substantial 

information about company could have only director. All interviews were conducted 

during the month July in the year 2009 in the company Baude Kabeltechnik. Interview 

was conducted particularly in the administrative offices in case of director assistant and 

director and directly on the workplace of manufacture foreman. Questions for director 

are in appendix 10. Both assistant and foreman were asked about their opinion about 

results of research and questions such as: perception of company policy, evaluation of 

employees, problem with absenteeism, relationships between employees etc. 
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Another research tool was questionnaire, which should have brought significant data 

about satisfaction in company. From mentioned methods I have used Minnesota 

Satisfaction Questionnaire (MSQ) together with particular both close-ended and open-

ended question developed for this particular purpose from the information obtain from 

management of company. Questionnaire research was conducted also in July 2009. 

Respondents of questionnaire in my research haven’t been chosen randomly, but 

questionnaire have been delivered to all employees in company. The reason of this 

process was quite small number of employees work in Baude Kabeltechnik. 

Questionnaires were send to management of company and then to employees. 

Subsequently employees send them back in envelopes after one week. 

 

 

3.5 Research results and interpretation 

 

In the following chapter are interpreted results, which I determined from used methods 

of research. At first, I had to recognise how successful had been questionnaire research 

among the employees of the company. The questionnaires were designed after primary 

research. This primary research I conducted among small group of my friends working 

in the manufacture (2 respondents) and in administrative (3 respondents). Questionnaire 

was also discussed with director of company. Investigated results showed that some of 

the questions were stated incomprehensible and was too difficult. Therefore I designed 

questionnaire in slightly different way. Primary research was conducted by sending 

questionnaire by e-mail, because there was no doubt about response rate. Because every 

employee of the company has Czech nationality, questionnaires were in the Czech 

language and writing language was adjusted according to director requirements. 

 

According to the information about current number of employees, I prepared 25 

questionnaires. The return rate of the questionnaires was 96%, what means that I get 

back 24 questionnaires. From these 24 questionnaires were 20 absolutely complete and 

4 was with some missing data. Also these 4 incomplete questionnaires are included in 
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research, because there were only small deficiencies. Therefore overall numbers are 

75% completed questionnaires from whole set of delivered questionnaires and 16% 

questionnaires with small deficiencies from whole set of delivered questionnaires. 

 

For a questionnaire data processing were used software PASW Statistic Data Editor 

from SPSS Inc. (adopted from http://www.spss.com, 10. 8. 2009) 

 

From conducted interviews were mainly stated hypotheses and just particular issues 

have relation to important results of employee satisfaction. In connection with short 

questionnaire for the director of company it answer question about current state of 

motivation system in company and about the company in general. 

 

 

3.5.1 Sample of respondents 

 

As it was mentioned above, I gathered data from 24 employees from investigated 

company. Following tables show the sample of respondents according to various factors 

as gender, age, education, work position and years in company. 

 
 

Gender 

 
Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

 Female 11 45,8 45,8 45,8 

Male 13 54,2 54,2 100,0 

Total 24 100,0 100,0  
Table 1 ‐ Numbers of males and females in company (2009) 
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As we can see, the share of both genders is almost the same. From overall 24 

respondents were 45,8 % women and 54,2 % men. But if we look at the share of woman 

ordered according to positions in company, we can observe that in administrative is 

33% of women and in manufacture 52,9%. 

 
 

Age 

 
Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

 26 – 35 2 8,3 9,1 9,1 

36 – 45 6 25,0 27,3 36,4 

46 – 55 8 33,3 36,4 72,7 

56 - 65 6 25,0 27,3 100,0 

Total 22 91,7 100,0  

Missing System 2 8,3   

                 Total 24 100,0   
Table 2 ‐ Age of the employees (2009) 

 

Despite the questionnaires have 6 categories of age, all of employees are in the age 26 – 

65 years. There was no employee of age from 18 years to 25 years and also any 

employee of age above 65 years.  

 

On this table would be appropriate to describe also difference between percent and 

valid percent. Difference between numbers in these two columns is caused by missing 

data in the questionnaires. While percent includes all answers, whereas valid percent 

excludes missing answers. 
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Education 

 
Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

 Training college 13 54,2 54,2 54,2 

Sec.  school 8 33,3 33,3 87,5 

University 3 12,5 12,5 100,0 

Total 24 100,0 100,0  
Table 3 ‐ Type of education among employees (2009) 

 

Whereas investigated company is manufacturing company, we could expect that the 

most of the employees will have training college or secondary school. Both are 

confirmed by the table 3. When the training school or secondary school has 87,5% of 

employees. The most of employees in the manufacture confirmed as education training 

college and the master or bachelor degree university level confirmed employees in the 

business and economic department. 

 
Work position 

 
Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

 Administrative 9 25,0 25,0 25,0 

Workers 15 75,0 75,0 100,0 

Total 24 100,0 100,0  
Table 4 ‐ Numbers of employees in administrative and in manufacture (2009) 

 

Table 4 shows just two main groups of the employees. These groups are administrative 

employees and workers in manufacture. Division into these two groups were chosen, 

because between these groups are the biggest differences and there are also the biggest 

differences are between the work environments and conditions. Administrative 

employees have slightly different system of wage assessment and also this is two 

biggest groups in sample. That’s why was appropriate to divide these groups and in 

some categories of job satisfaction evaluate differently. 
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Years in company 

 
Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Years 2 - 3 3 12,5 14,3 14,3 

4 – 5 5 20,8 23,8 38,1 

6 – 10 11 45,8 52,4 90,5 

10 + 2 8,3 9,5 100,0 

Total 21 87,5 100,0  

Missing System 3 12,5   

Total 24 100,0   

Table 5 – Years spent in Baude Kabeltechnik (2009) 

 

Fluctuation and loyalty are issues, which have tight connection to this particular data. In 

the questionnaire was one more possible answer. It was “less than 1 year or 1 year”. As 

it shows the table above there is no employee, which would work in company less than 

2 years. Moreover the most respondents answered that they work in the company 6 – 10 

years and it was precisely 45, 8 % of respondents. On these facts we can build the 

statement, that employees are very loyal. 

 

 

3.5.2 Questionnaire  results 

 

In this chapter I identified the most important data which should help me to analyse 

various factors of employees’ satisfaction in company Baude Kabeltechnik. Because the 

questionnaire is divided into two parts, which could be even overlapped in some 

questions, also the evaluation of results I divided into more chapters. First subchapter 

will describe results from MSQ. This will evaluate every single category from 20 given 

questions. Following chapters are divided according to investigated category of 

satisfaction. Some parts of questionnaire also contained open-ended question. In 

following text also will be included list of answers to open-ended questions, in case 
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respondents fill these questions. Last chapter should comment on possible collision 

between two parts of questionnaire research. 

 

MSQ results 

Minnesota satisfaction questionnaire were used in translated version, which is possible 

to see in appendix 2. In the following table are shown particular questions, maximum 

value, minimum value, mean value of answers, standard deviation. “N” stands for 

number of respondents. “Minimum” and “maximum value” shows the lowest 

respective the highest answer. “Std. Deviation” shows how much are answers spread 

through the scale. The more answers are same or similar, the more is result exact and 

standard deviation lower. “Mean value” is the most significant rate in this MSQ table 

because it describes the central location of the data. 

 

As we can see in questionnaires (appendices 1 and 2), the scale of answers was from 1 – 

“very dissatisfied” to 5 “very dissatisfied”. From this design of answers is derived also 

scale of satisfaction respective dissatisfaction. If the value is precisely 3, it means that 

respondent is neither satisfied nor dissatisfied. The more the result value is towards 5, 

the more is respondent satisfied with particular question. The more the result value is 

toward 1, the more is respondent dissatisfied with particular question. 
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MSQ results 

 N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation

Q1: Being able to keep busy all the time  24 3 5 4,17 ,565

Q2: The chance to work alone on the job  24 2 5 4,12 ,680

Q3: Chance to do different things from time to time  24 2 5 3,63 ,770

Q4: The chance to be somebody in community  24 2 5 3,29 ,751

Q5: The way my boss handle his workers  24 1 5 3,33 1,167

Q6: The competence of my supervisor in making decision  24 1 5 3,50 ,933

Q7: Being able to do thing that don't go against my conscious  24 1 4 2,96 ,806

Q8: The way my job provides for steady employment  24 2 4 3,08 ,584

Q9: The chance to do things for other people  24 2 4 3,25 ,608

Q10: The chance to tell people what to do  24 1 4 3,08 ,717

Q11: The chance to do something that makes use of my abilities  24 2 5 3,29 ,999

Q12: The way company policies are put into practice  24 1 4 2,58 1,060

Q13: My pay and the amount of work I do  24 1 5 2,83 ,868

Q14: The chance of advancement on this job  24 2 5 3,21 ,833

Q15: The freedom to use my own judgment  24 2 5 3,33 ,702

Q16: The chance to try my own methods of doing the job  24 2 5 3,50 ,834

Q17: The work conditions  24 3 5 3,92 ,504

Q18: The way my co‐workers get along with each other  24 2 5 3,29 ,908

Q19: The praise I get for doing a good job  24 1 5 3,29 ,999

Q20: The feeling of accomplishment I get from the job  24 2 5 3,75 ,847

Mean Value 24   3,37   
Table 6 ‐ MSQ results 

 

Analyse of the MSQ results 

I would like to focus on the most relevant results. It means the most deviated values 

from the average value “3”. The most positive are values for the questions: Q1, Q2 and 

Q17. The most negative answers are values for the questions Q12 and Q 13. 

The most satisfied are respondents in the areas: ability utilization, achievement and 

conditions of their work. In the following questions employees answered the most 

positively: 

“Being able to keep busy all the time” – ability utilization (value 4,17) 
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“The chance to work alone on the job” – achievement (value 4,12) 

“The work conditions” – (value 3,93) 

 

We can also point out the standard deviation, which is very low by all three questions 

(0,565; 0,680; 0,504). This shows us, that a lot of employees put the same or similar 

value and satisfaction is considerably high. 

On the other side are two areas, where respondents are the least satisfied. It is company 

policy and compensation for their work. 

“The way that company policies are put into practice” – company policies (value 2,58) 

“My pay and amount of work I do” – compensation (value 2,93) 

 

Intrinsic and Extrinsic motivation from MSQ 

Another way how to evaluate and interpret the results from MSQ is described in MSQ 

manual (Weiss et al., 1967). The question are divided into questions examine intrinsic 

motivation, questions examine extrinsic motivation and average from all question give 

us general satisfaction of respondents. Questions which examine intrinsic motivation 

are: 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 15, 16, 20. Questions which examine extrinsic motivation 

are: 5, 6, 12, 13, 14, 19. When is compute general satisfaction, is only necessary to 

compute average from all of the mean values. It is mean value from questions 

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20. 

 

Following set of table presents differences in values of extrinsic motivation. When we 

take into account our hypotheses and mainly hypothesis number 4, we have to say that 

this hypothesis is rejected. As we can see there is so small difference between extrinsic 

motivation of workers in manufacture (2,33) and employees in administrative (2,38), 

which is not anyhow significant. 
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Extrinsic motivation of 
entire sample of 

respondents  
Extrinsic motivation of 
workers in manufacture  

Extrinsic motivation of 
employees in administrative 

  
Mean 

Std. 
Deviation  

  
Mean 

Std. 
Deviation    

Mean 
Std. 

Deviation
Q5 3,33 1,167  Q5 3,33 1,085  Q5 3,33 1,506
Q6 3,50 ,933  Q6 3,39 ,979  Q6 3,83 ,753
Q12 2,58 1,060  Q12 2,61 1,037  Q12 2,50 1,225
Q13 2,83 ,868  Q13 2,72 ,752  Q13 3,17 1,169
Q14 3,21 ,833  Q14 3,28 ,895  Q14 3,00 ,632
Q19 3,29 ,999  Q19 3,33 ,907  Q19 3,17 1,329
sum 18,75    sum 18,67    sum 19,00   
mean 2,34    mean 2,33    mean 2,38   
Table 7 – Differences in extrinsic motivation in manufacture/administrative/all respondents 

 

Another set shows us comparison of values in intrinsic motivation between manufacture 

workers, administration workers and whole sample of respondents. There is possible to 

observe, that again the values of intrinsic motivation in comparison manufacturers and 

administrative employees are almost the same. Also we can see that intrinsic motivation 

is a bit higher in comparison with satisfaction in general. On the other hand the extrinsic 

motivation is considerably lower. From these results of MSQ we can state that 

respondents are more focused on the intrinsic values and much rather give a priority to 

rewarding by money, various types of vouchers and allowances. 

 

Intrinsic motivation of 
entire sample of 

respondents  
Intrinsic motivation of 

workers in administrative  
Intrinsic motivation of 

workers in manufacture 

  
Mean 

Std. 
Deviation    

Mean 
Std. 

Deviation    
Mean 

Std. 
Deviation

Q1 4,17 ,565  Q1 4,00 ,632  Q1 4,22 ,548
Q2 4,13 ,680  Q2 3,67 1,033  Q2 4,28 ,461
Q3 3,63 ,770  Q3 3,50 ,837  Q3 3,67 ,767
Q4 3,29 ,751  Q4 3,33 1,033  Q4 3,28 ,669
Q7 2,96 ,806  Q7 3,33 ,516  Q7 2,83 ,857
Q8 3,08 ,584  Q8 3,33 ,816  Q8 3,00 ,485
Q9 3,25 ,608  Q9 3,17 ,753  Q9 3,28 ,575
Q10 3,08 ,717  Q10 3,00 1,095  Q10 3,11 ,583
Q11 3,29 ,999  Q11 3,50 1,378  Q11 3,22 ,878
Q15 3,33 ,702  Q15 3,67 ,816  Q15 3,22 ,647
Q16 3,50 ,834  Q16 3,50 ,837  Q16 3,50 ,857
Q20 3,75 ,847  Q20 3,33 1,033  Q20 3,89 ,758
sum 41,46    sum 41,33    sum 41,50   
mean 3,45    mean 3,44    mean 3,46   
Table 8 ‐ Differences in intrinsic motivation in manufacture/administrative/all respondents 
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Table 8 shows that type of motivation among two groups of employees is almost 

exactly same. We get value 3,44 from administrative employees and value 3,46 from 

manufacture workers. Therefore value from all sample of respondents is 3,45. This 

result shows that intrinsic motivation is slightly above the mean value 3. But in 

comparison with extrinsic motivation are results considerably higher. 

 

Interpretation of partial results 

From these results is possible to state that, overall job satisfaction among the 

respondents is slightly positive on the value 3, 37. High satisfaction shows values in the 

working conditions and the quantity of work. From these answers is possible to 

understand that employees, whose stay even after collective redundancies, are satisfied 

with the style of their work and also with working environment. All of these results will 

be proved after interpretation remaining results. 

 

Customized part of questionnaire 

Another part of results is related to results from other 15 questions. Some of these 

questions are closed, some open-ended. Complete results and tables for every question 

are attached in appendices. In following chapter I would like to describe and evaluate 

only results with significant meaning. 

 

The most positive and negative aspect of the job 

As a one of the question in questionnaire I asked respondents, if they could write down 

the most positive aspect of their job and also the most negative aspect. These questions 

didn’t have any choices and respondents had to answer according to their feelings. 

 

As the most positive aspect was recorded following answers: 

 Friendly colleagues and work conditions. (3) 
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 Early morning working hours. (3) 

 Flexible working hours. (2) 

 Free weekends. (2) 

 Until there was work, I could earn more money. 

 Before economic crisis stable growth of wage and bonuses. 

 

As the most negative aspect was recorded following answers: 

 Entirely lack or bad communication. (4) 

 Supervisors and management is incompetent and inconsistent. 

 Indifference to employees’ opinions. 

 Slow adaptation on modern business environment, no growth. 

 Travelling far to the job. 

 Bad cooperation with mother-company. 

 No possibility to work after hours and earn more money. 

 

“What should company do to increase your satisfaction” was second open-ended 

question, where respondents have no choice. Short list of answers I present bellow: 

 Give back rewarding system (with premium holiday). (2) 

 Management should keep the word. 

 Management and mother-company should be consistent. 

 Give parking allowance. 

 Pay rise. 

 

Table which follows describing the question from the questionnaire, where respondents 

should ordered 10 different and the most common types of motivation for employees. 

Respondents assigned to every motivator a number from 1 to 10. Therefore we have 
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scale 1 – 10, where the value 1 is the most motivating and the value 10 is the least 

motivating. This particular table compare the mean value of 10 given types of 

motivation for the employees working in the administrative and workers in 

manufacture. 

 

 
Work Position 

Admin. Manuf. 

Mean Mean 

13th and 14th wage 2,00 1,81 

Opportunity to work after hours 9,50 9,00 

Food vouchers 3,75 3,31 

Commuting allowance 6,00 4,56 

One more week of leave 1,83 2,13 

Contributory pension  6,00 6,73 

Bigger share of personal evaluation on wage 6,40 5,53 

Activity with a colleagues out of the job 6,75 6,38 

Possibility to use common company premises and facilities 6,50 7,80 

Sport and culture allowance 6,20 7,60 
Table 9 ‐ The biggest motivators for administrative respective manufacture 

 

As the result we can state that again respondents confirmed, that their priorities are 

more likely to move towards the intrinsic values and prefer materialistic rewarding 

rather than extrinsic rewards. But this table is focused mainly on the intrinsic values. 

Results are more or less same for both groups of respondents. I would like to point out 

just a few of these types of rewards. The most motivating for both of these two groups 

are 3 types of reward. Namely it is: 

 13th and 14th wage, 

 one more week of holiday, 

 food vouchers. 
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These three rewards are common for both groups, but for workers in manufacture are 

the most motivating to get more money as the wage. On the other hand most motivating 

for the administrative employees is one more week of holiday. As a third good motivator 

for both groups are food vouchers. These results could also help with a suggestion of 

motivational system improvement. Enlargement of this proposal I solve in the next 

chapter among other proposals. 

 

The least motivating is again for both groups to work after hours. This is a little bit in 

contrast with opinions of some employees. While some of respondents answered in the 

open-ended questions that very positive is opportunity to work more than is necessary, 

the majority of respondents didn’t see this as enough motivating factor. 

 

The biggest differences between both groups we can see in the options: commuting 

allowance, bigger share of personal evaluation on the wage and sport and culture 

allowance. 

 

Significant results from another part of questionnaire 

As it was described before, the overall results of research is slight satisfaction. The 

result from MSQ has satisfaction value 3, 37. This result we can confirm and support 

with a result from the question 35 about overall satisfaction from another part of 

questionnaire. Respondents answered on these question unambiguously with 91,7  % 

positive responses. This percent is compound of responses “rather”, “very” and 

“extremely satisfied”. In connection to hypothesis 3 is also statement that employees 

would choose this company again if they stay behind the decision. Question 21” If you 

should choose your job again, would you choose this company?” shows, that 79, 2 % 

of responses were “absolutely yes” or “rather yes”. And the rest 20, 8 % answered 

absolutely no. Surprise in this part of result is result of the question 22, if employees 

would recommend this employment to friends and relatives. Result is 54, 1 % for “no” 

from which is almost 10% as “absolutely no”. 
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All these results have relation to hypothesis number 3. This hypothesis is only partly 

confirmed and partly rejected. Conclusion of this hypothesis is: even thought employees 

are very satisfied in current employment they wouldn’t recommend this company as a 

good employer. 

 

Another questions deal with working environment. The questions ask if the work 

environment is more casual or formal, how is communication between departments and 

employees and also question about necessary work environment improvements. The 

responses about formal or casual work environment were 66, 7 % for casual work 

environment, which relate also to next question about communication between 

employees. And there is again very positive result with 41, 7 % responses of “good” 

and quite high number 16, 7 % responses of “very good”. Which give us 58, 4 % of 

positive responses. Then, of course, is no surprise that 70, 2 % of respondents don’t see 

any need for environment improvements. The last question related to this work 

environment area was about every single aspect, what could appear on the work place. 

Respondents supposed to give a value (on the scale 1 – very good to 5 – very bad) to 

this aspects which affect work environment: noise, dust, temperature, bad smell, 

cleanness. Again we get consistent result. As we can see in the table bellow, on the 5 -

point scale, the results in every single case are below 2, 5 what is very good result. 

Nevertheless I have to point out to responses of administrative employees, because their 

responses in the case of the “smell” were considerably higher, than responses workers 

in manufacture. This difference is caused mainly by the place and building, where the 

offices are set. Whole building is shared with the company providing catering services. 

Undoubtedly, this is causing the problem with bad small in shared parts of the building. 

Possible solution I describe also in the chapter with recommendations and proposals. 
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Q28: Evaluate on the scale following aspects of your work environment (1‐very 
good, 5 – very bad) 

 N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Noise 19 1,00 3,00 2,0000 ,81650 

Dust 20 1,00 3,00 1,8500 ,67082 

Temperature 21 1,00 4,00 1,7143 ,78376 

Bad smell 19 1,00 5,00 2,3158 1,10818 

Cleanness 19 1,00 4,00 2,0000 ,81650 

Valid N (listwise) 19     

 

And the last but not least area of my concern was satisfaction of respondent with 

leadership, promotion conditions and with rewarding system. The responses were not so 

unambiguous but still on the positive scale. The question about principles of rewarding 

reveals, that 58, 3 % of respondents are “rather satisfied” with principles of rewarding 

and personal evaluation. Employees also responded by 75 %, that if they need a holiday 

- it is easy to take it. This high number indicates quite willing approach of company to 

this issue. What could be one of the factors stand behind the reason of slightly higher 

satisfaction in company. 

 

On contrary, respondents show low belief in promotion or pay rise if they would work 

better. On the question: if  respondents believe in better money they get, answered 54,1 

%, that they “absolutely disagree” or “disagree”.  And belief in better position in the 

company have only 33, 4 % of respondents. It means that majority 66, 6 % do not have 

promotion as one of the motivating factors. This is on the other hand very bad result for 

the overall satisfaction and this factor could act very negatively on the motivation of 

employees. 

 

Summarized results of MSQ with other questions 

Summary of the research is that employees are satisfied in investigated company, which 

prove both part of questionnaire. Even thought employees would choose this company 
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again as their employment, they would not recommend it to their relatives as good 

employment. 

 

On the questions which should investigate the opinion about the working environment 

and the relationships between the employees were mostly positive answers. Most of the 

employees do not see necessity to improve somehow the work environment and also 

relationships between employees are good. Also open-ended questions prove that good 

group of friends is one of the most positive aspects of this job. Slightly negative was 

answers of the administrative employees on the evaluating question, when they 

complain to the smell in the common premises in the building where are the offices. 

 

With principles of rewarding and personal evaluation are employees satisfied, but 

majority of employees do not have motivation to improve themselves. They don’t think, 

that better work could help them to better position in the company and also don’t think 

that they get more money for better work. 

 

 

3.5.3 Shortages of current system in company 

 

This chapter focuses on shortages in current system in investigated company. All of the 

identified critical factors arise from the questionnaire research and few interviews and 

their results. Previous chapter deals with interpretation of results from research. 

 

There is lack of systematic steps in selection of new employees. As it was described in 

chapter about company, company has no criteria on workers to manufacture. If there is 

a vacant position, director accepts the first applicant and tests him during the trial 

period. I consider it as the most expensive option which the management could choose. 

It is expensive to test employee directly in job. This system generates worthless 

expenses on employee training. 
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Even thought employees have strong extrinsic values, my opinion is that company is 

too focused on extrinsic motivation of employees and have almost no intrinsic 

motivators. According to my opinion would be appropriate to combine these two types 

of rewards. Particular proposals will be present in the following chapter. 

 

Probably the biggest deficiency I see in the lack of communication between 

management of the company and employees. This deficiency proved both MSQ results 

and question, where respondents wrote down the most negative aspects of their 

employment. With this issue is also mentioned problem with trustfulness. Some 

employees think that their supervisors are not qualified and management of the 

company should be more consistent. 
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4 RECOMMENDATIONS AND PROPOSALS OF MOTIVATION 

SYSTEM 

 

In one of the last and the most important chapter I summarize the most important issues 

and deficiencies. Next step is proposition of the most appropriate steps to remedy 

current issues which employees see as the most negative. I will also summarize the 

weaknesses of the current motivational system in the company and try to develop some 

of the systematic processes and HR activities of the company which could lead to 

higher satisfaction of the employees and increase productivity. It doesn’t mean just 

make better place to work for employees, but also save some of the unnecessary labour 

and other costs. 

 

We can find some proposals which could be really motivating for employees of 

investigated company, but in current economic situation it would be unacceptably. As it 

shows conducted research, motivating for employees would be 13th wage, which was 

used till the beginning of the year 2009. Also motivating are food vouchers and 

different types of allowances. But when we look from the economic perspective, it 

would unacceptably increase cost to increase some of these types of reward. 

 

 

4.1 Communication improvement 

 

Following chapter describes first proposal for better communication between the 

management of company and workers. As it shows research I did, the communication 

between management of the company and employees is very poor. Lack of 

communication as the most negative aspect has shown four times as the answer on the 

open-ended question. 
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The weak communication among director and their employees also lead to opinion that 

company are not willing to do anything what employees suggest. This lack of 

confidence is really worrying. 

  

Therefore recommendation for the managers of company, which in this company are 

director, foreman of manufacture and sales manager, is to increase communication with 

their subordinates. Possible way how follow this recommendation can be more often 

visits of working places of subordinates and talk to them. The director should go also to 

trade department or to manufacture and give employees the feedback, which they need 

for better motivation. Also would be appropriate to change the system of leadership 

onto participative rather than autocratic and give employees more autonomy and trust. 

 

Of course, to talk and communicate properly with subordinates could be difficult for 

some of the managers. Therefore this recommendation is based on managerial training 

of managers. Trainings are provided by many HR organisations and its aim is to 

develop managerial soft skills. It means how to be a leader, delegate tasks, encourage 

changes, give people autonomy and motivate them. Short list of possible training 

centres I present in appendix 4 together with calculation of necessary expenses for 

realisation of these trainings for managers in company. 

 

Communication skill will enable also second suggestion which is inspired by goal-

setting theory. This suggestion is to present to employees once a month results of 

company and also short and middle-term strategies and visions of the company. 

 

Advantages of proposal 

If the management adopts this suggested step, employees will have feel that they are 

closer to supervisor and also have stronger position in the company. Than they could 

start want to participate on the achievements of company and work harder. With this 

additional training, employees could see their supervisors as more qualified for the work 

and have higher confidence in them. 
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Thanks to this change will employees get feedback directly and verbally from their 

supervisors and together with specific setting of goals they will have better overview of 

their work and of company achievements. 

 

Economic implication 

Total expanses on this proposal will be 49 531 CZK. (Appendix 4) 

On the other hand, thanks to increase of information for employees and better 

motivation of them is possible to assume more efficient production and enlargement of 

capacities of company. 

 
 

4.2 Recruitment and selection 

 

As it was described in some previous chapters, the recruitment process is lacking at all. 

In the case of administrative employees it doesn’t mean any problem, because 

applicants are accepted on the recommendation of some current employee and 

interview. This, according to my opinion, could be far more effective way of recruiting 

the new employees. But administrative employees are the bright side of recruiting new 

employees to the company. Also director of company agreed that recruiting of unskilled 

workers for the manufacture is a nightmare. But there are set no requirements on this 

positions and HR experiences of management are limited. 

 

My recommendation in this particular area is to outsource HR recruitment services to 

specialised company with a lot of experiences and a lot of specialists. Some kind of 

compromise would be participation of manager from company on the interview.  

 

In case of manufacture workers interview would start with common questions about 

education and mainly about work experiences. There would be desirable to engaged 
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employee with enough experience and training. But as a proposal I can state that would 

be appropriate to choose people with motivation to work and possible group of such 

employees could be young people which just finish school. Interview should also 

include question about their future plans, expected pay, expectation from work. Because 

it is desirable retain employee for longer time. Therefore we should know if employee 

doesn’t see this job just like a short-time engagement. Worker also should know what 

expect from work. If the work did not meet his expectation, there would be difficult to 

retain this already trained worker. 

 

In case of administrative employees would be this interview focused more on the 

education and work experiences then in case of manufacture workers. On the position of 

salesperson would be desirable to hire employee with at least 2 years of experiences on 

similar position. That’s because company such this, doesn’t have enough finance to 

train and educate graduates on this position. Interview should also include some parts 

from assessment centres such as tests of logical thinking, foreign language test (in case 

of investigated company it could be English or German, because every manager from 

mother company in Germany speaks also fluent English) and some test of sale skills. 

 

For the positions such as assistant should be tested mainly communication skills and 

organisational skills. These abilities are also possible to test by interview respective by 

special test to recognize logical and organisational skills. For position of accountant 

and similar is desirable features such as consistency, because these are the most 

important features for this position. Again these abilities could be tested by special tests. 

 

Advantages of proposal 

Firstly, company could save some cost because of more effective work of accountant 

whose has been responsible for recruiting. Because preparation and conducting of job 

interviews take a lot of time. Secondly, when new manufacture worker must be tested 

directly in manufacture, it also takes a time of foreman to train a new employee so there 

will be saving from the more effective work of foreman. 
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Concentration of HR efforts – assessment centre will be organised by specialised 

agency and evaluators stay focused on the key requirements and won’t be diverted from 

the task. 

HR expertise – job applicants will be chose by experts from HR agencies with 

irreplaceable experiences from their specialisation. And this know-how is impossible to 

have in middle business as the company Baude Kabeltechnik. 

 

Economic implication 

If we consider the necessary training of new worker as a wage for foreman, because 

time which spent foreman with a training, he would spent by his proper work. And we 

cannot speak about sunk cost, because training of new staff is not foreman proper job. 

We take into account that company need 10 employees a year to substitute old staff or 

as temporary staff in the season, and approximately 30 hours of training for one new 

employee. We get 300 hours a year of wage that company save. Overall cost on the 

wage which represent training of employees are 38 475 CZK as I present in appendix 5. 

 

In comparison with expanses for HR agency which are usually very high, overall result 

of this project would be in red numbers, but company gains skilled workers and 

employees. And in long-term consideration it will make this process more effective, 

because HR manager from agency will know company better and will have important 

information. 

 

Exact price of recruitment outsourcing hasn’t been possible to gather. I communicated 

with agencies such as: Grafton, Brněnská personalistika, Adepta, ACJobs and ITJobs, 

but any of these companies didn’t disclose their prices for my diploma thesis purposes. 
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4.3 Work environment improvement 

 

There is very high value of satisfaction with work environment even with the friendly 

colleagues. So here can arise question why we should do anything about this issue? 

Suggestion for these is go further and make the work environment even better. 

 

The point of proposal will be to develop more common activities organised by the 

company. Nowadays these common activities are called teambuilding. The main point 

of the proposal would be formation of a group of friends as far as it would be possible. 

According to my opinion there are no obstacles to managers and supervisor 

participation. These arrangements would also improve overall communication inside the 

company even between the people whose didn’t come face to face before. 

 

Crucial factors 

There is still threat of worthless expenditures without any effect on better efficiency. 

Therefore I suggest use services of company Adventura Teambuilding. The whole 

teambuilding event is precisely organised and scheduled. This agency has a range of 

events which are focused on particular issues such as confidence within the team, 

leadership and team communication. These events are adjusted directly to support some 

of issues of company. In this particular case would be appropriate to support confidence 

within the team, team spirit and communication. The substance of this events is learning 

based on own experiences. The whole 2 – 3 day event is combination of games, lectures 

and coaching of the team. Participants try to solve difficult tasks as team and thus train 

principles of cooperation. Course makes open atmosphere and deepens relationship 

among participants. Very important is feedback, which is provided on the end of whole 

event and gives participant issues for thought. 

 

In the case of suggesting teambuilding activities, it will be necessary to appoint person 

from the employees or maybe better outside the firm. This person should arrange whole 

these events and prepare everything what will be necessary. If the first event of 
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company will disappoint employees, there will be scepticism for the future. Therefore is 

absolutely necessary to arrange this event precisely and attract employees. That is also 

the reason why picked this particular company, where are scheduled program and price 

include also primary analyse of the team and feedback at the end of event.  

 

Advantages of proposal 

The use of suggested method would create improvements of the environment in 

company such as: 

 employees will better know each other, improvement of team relations,  

 support of loyalty, 

 support of open and creative environment what is necessary for future 

sustainable developing of company, 

 connection of theory and practice in soft skills,  

 activation of individuals and teams for acquiring new opportunities for 

company, 

 help with fulfilment of plans and visions. 

 

Economic implication 

This proposal wouldn’t bring any substantial cots saving, but it is intended to improve 

relationship between employees and also overall relationships among managers and 

subordinates. Suggestion is to arrange the teambuilding activity once a year. In order to 

spread whole company activity to year, I suggest a teambuilding activity in the summer 

or spring months. 

As the most appropriate agency providing teambuilding activities I chose the company 

Adventura Teambuilding. This company provides this events with all necessary steps as 

first analyse of situation, than interaction and feedback. For the further teambuilding 

activities would be also possible to hire another company.  
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Total expenses of teambuilding event would be 46 780 CZK. 

 

These expenses include also travelling costs on journey Brno – Praha – Brno, which are 

with use of services provided by company Fráňa-Autodoprava according to their 

websites: http://www.osobnipreprava.cz/cenik/ [accessed October 27, 2009] 4780 CZK. 

 

 

4.4 Pay more attention to intrinsic motivation 

 

From the conducted interviews with the director is apparent, that approach to employees 

is quite similar as approach of the Taylorism. On the other hand, results from the 

questionnaire show, that mainly workers in both manufacture and administrative are 

focused on the extrinsic values. And just from the notices in the questionnaire the most 

motivational would be recognition and appreciation of the work for one of the 

administrative employees. 

 

Therefore the recommendation for the management, mainly for the director, is to 

communicate more with employees and give them feeling that he see a good work what 

employees doing. This is again related to the first recommendation of communication. 

As appropriate tool I see the verbal evaluation of employees’ work. This approach 

would include monthly or quarterly interview with employee where supervisor would 

evaluate employee past work and give him necessary feedback also in other issues. It 

would give to employee information about: 

 how supervisors and management see quality of his work, 

 what are his weak and strong sides, 

 on what he should focus to improve skills in it, 

 what is he supposed to do in future. 
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These interviews in case of manufacture workers would be conducted by foreman 

together with director of company. Firstly, foreman would evaluate the quality and pace 

of work of particular employee. Secondly, together with director would stated future 

plans of company, future orders and management expectations. In the case of 

administrative workers, would be present only director of company and whole interview 

would be focused more on the vision of company and long-term strategy. This is 

because these employees have bigger influence on company businesses. Director would 

also evaluate his work and state future expectations. 

 

Another effective tool for increasing of satisfaction would be empowerment. Even 

though company plan to implement very tight surveillance on manufacture. My 

suggestion is to set other arrangement that give employees more autonomy, discretion 

and decision-making responsibility. 

 

Advantages of proposal 

All of these measures would change the attitude of employees motivate them to be 

righteous for example in the controlling of the presence in the work. Increased general 

satisfaction would also help with a problem of absenteeism rather than strict 

surveillance. Employees would see more confidence from the company side and feel 

more motivated. Also loyalty will increase and labour turnover decrease.  

 

Economic implication 

This recommendation doesn’t mean any additional expanses. It is only about the attitude 

of the management to employees and behaving toward them. 
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4.5 Changes in rewarding system 

 

As it was identified during the interview, rewarding system is slightly different for 

administrative employees, trade department and manufacture worker. The questionnaire 

research shows that with the current rewarding system some of manufacture workers 

don’t agree, or better to say, that they want back previous rewarding system. And very 

motivating for all employees is additional week of holiday. 

Therefore my proposal is to provide employees possibility to earn more money within 

normal working hours and also provide extra 3 days of holiday for 5 least sick 

employees in particular year. The remuneration for the after hours is possible also use a 

holiday according to number of worked hours. 

 

Advantages of proposal 

Increasing of extrinsic reward has quite easy to find advantage. Mainly in workers in 

mass production, when is not necessary any creativity is usually very effective. Also 

research proves that for employees were motivating entirely by extrinsic motivators. 

Motivated employees should also abuse less the sick leave and visits of the doctor, what 

is according to management of company also decreasing the efficiency. 

 

Economic implication 

Some saving will emerge due to lower sick pay. According to Czech law is employee 

obligates to pay employee compensation of the wage from the 4th day of the sickness. 

Which mean that for employers have economic implication mainly sick employee who 

is sick for a long time. According to director and accountant of the company, average is 

every month 35 hours of sick leave what makes 420 hours of sick leave a year. 

 

According to calculation which I worked out in appendix 6 total savings from this 

proposal will be 14 364 CZK (In calculation are regarded Czech labour and insurance 

laws). 
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4.6 Economic impact 

 

Overall economic impact of my proposals would bring some additional expenses for the 

company. From the cost there are considerable expenses for training of supervisors, 

teambuilding activities and outsourcing of recruitment processes. All of these 

recommendation resulted from conducted research in investigated company. 

 

On the other hand, I calculated considerable savings which arise after introduction of 

my proposals. There would be savings from the new rewarding system which will 

motivate employees to better performance and to avoid abusing of sick leave. Another 

saving will result from the better recruitment system. After better selection of new 

employee, there wouldn’t be necessary to test workers in manufacture so long time and 

company save significant portion of foreman time and therefore part of labour costs and 

productivity will be considerably higher.  

 

Here is also necessary to mention that changes and improvement of the motivational 

system have usually benefits in the long-term perspective. When is executed some of 

the change in motivational system, satisfaction of employees is changed in some time 

and subsequently performance is increased in some additional time. 
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5 FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 

 

I would like at first to evaluate the hypotheses and then make conclusion of this thesis. 

At previous chapters was stated four hypotheses derived partly from director perception 

of the company and partly from conclusions of the previous researches. 

 

As it was stated in hypothesis 1 employees working in the manufacture are overall 

satisfied and want to stay in current position. This hypothesis was fully confirmed. 

Satisfaction of both groups of employees is positive and majority of employees want to 

stay in their current position. As interesting negative result was that majority of 

employees doesn’t recommend this employment to anybody else. Hypothesis 2 stated 

that overall satisfaction in the company is higher then average, but in one time 

employees are dissatisfied with leadership and pay. This hypothesis was again fully 

confirmed and all results show exactly this assumption. Majority of employees is 

currently satisfied, but there are some objections to management of company. Some of 

employees were dissatisfied with competence of supervisors, consistence of company 

and also with the wage. Next hypothesis 3 was confirmed just in some particular 

statements. Even though employees are satisfied and want to stay in current position 

they would not recommend this job to their relatives and friends. The explanation of this 

outcome could be that employees are satisfied in their job, because of the economic 

crisis and currently high unemployment in Czech Republic. But not so satisfied to 

recommend this job to somebody else. The last hypothesis 4 mentioned differences 

between two groups of employees, namely administrative employees and manufacture 

workers. Assumption originates from the different previous studies in various types of 

companies. However outcomes showed that there are no significant differences between 

these two groups of employees. 

 

After the examination of already existing surveys I identified most appropriate 

techniques and methods to conduct of my research. With knowledge of most known 

theories I designed special 15 questions to discover satisfaction in company. Together 
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with these 15 questions was used Minnesota satisfaction questionnaire according to its 

manual. I used shorter form of this questionnaire despite the long 100 question 

questionnaire. 

 

There were identified a few really considerable shortages which can caused quite 

significant decreases of performance in company. The most often answer on question 

“what is most negative aspect of your job?” was lack of communication between 

management of company and subordinates, what can causes real problems in 

investigated organisation. Some of other issues connected with motivational system I 

identified in both Minnesota satisfaction questionnaire and designed questionnaire. 

Other issues in company are for example lack of consistency, capability and trustfulness 

of managers. Outcomes also showed which of two motivation are dominant and in case 

of both groups it was extrinsic value, what mean that most motivating for them are 

rewards such as pay, allowances and other money related rewards. 

 

My proposals took into account also current economic crisis and all recommendations 

are with regard to lowering cost. Some of the proposals will need expanses which 

increase costs, but as it was said before, in long term perspective I believe that these 

recommendations will bring required results. Important is mainly recommendation to 

improve quality of communication within the company. Therefore recommendation is 

to train supervisors in soft skills and leadership. Even though in area of environment 

were results very good, I suggested further improving by teambuilding activities. Due to 

abusing of the sick leaves and quite high absenteeism I suggested changes in current 

system of rewarding with regard to employees perception of pay fairness. Outsourcing 

of HR process was the last proposal, because company has weak system of selection 

new employees. This is one of the proposal in which costs are compensate by savings 

on the labour cost side. This recommendation will bring substantial change in long term. 

Because HR specialists would have necessary knowledge in the HR subject and when 

they obtain information about firm the whole process will be far more efficient. 
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Appendix 1 - English version of questionnaire 

Dear Employee, 

All employees of the company Bude Kabeltechnik have been asked to complete this 

anonymous survey to assess general satisfaction with the workplace. Questionnaire 

consists of approximately 20 multiple-choice questions, 11 closed questions, 2 open-

ended questions and 2 ordering task. It shouldn’t take more than 15 minutes to 

complete. An analysis of the results will be conducted in the next few weeks and then 

the results will be present to management of the company.  

The spirit of the questionnaire is to give you opportunity to express your satisfaction or 

dissatisfaction with your current work. I believe that according to your answers I will be 

able to evaluate which factors lead to your satisfaction or dissatisfaction. Please read 

carefully every statement or questions on the following pages and mark the level of 

your satisfaction on a scale or following the instructions. 

 

VS (Very satisfied) – mark, if your job is better than you expected 

S (Satisfied) – mark, if your job is as you expected 

S/D (neither satisfied or dissatisfied) – mark, if you can’t decide 

D (Dissatisfied) – mark, if you get from your job less than you expected 

VD (Very dissatisfied) – mark, if you are disappointed from your work 

 

Please, fill the questionnaire frankly and honestly, to gain right results of your 

satisfaction in company Baude Kabeltechnik. 

 

 

Best Regards 

 

 

 



 

 

Gender: 
Male  Female 

Age 
18‐25  26‐35  36‐45  46‐55  56‐65  65  a více

Education 
Primary school 
Training college 
Gymnasium/secondary school 
College 
University (undergraduate ‐ graduate) 

What is your current position in company? 
CNC machine operator 
worker 
storekeeper 
administration employee 
salesperson 
economic department 
construction 
technology 
driver 
manufactory foreman 
other……. 

How many years do you work in current employment? 
< 1  1 – 2  2 – 3  4 – 5  6 – 10  10 < 

What is your workload? 
Full‐time 
Part‐time 
Voluntary, internship 

Evaluate degree of your satisfaction on following scale, please. 
VS ‐ very satisfied, S ‐ satisfied, S/D neither satisfied or dissatisfied, D ‐ dissatisfied, VD ‐ very dissatisfied 

VS  S  S/D  D  VD 

Being able to keep busy all the time                

The chance to work alone on the job                

Chance to do different things from time to time                

The chance to be somebody in community                

The way my boss handle his workers                

The competence of my supervisor in making decision                

Being able to do thing that don't go against my conscious                

The way my job provides for steady employment                

The chance to do things for other people                

The chance to tell people what to do                

The chance to do something that makes use of my abilities                

The way company policies are put into practice                

My pay and the amount of work I do                

The chance of advancement on this job                

The freedom to use my own judgment                

The chance to try my own methods of doing the job                

The work conditions                

The way my co‐workers get along with each other                

The praise I get for doing a good job                

The feeling of accomplishment I get from the job                



 

 

1) If you should choose your job again, would you choose this company? 
� Absolutely yes 
� Rather yes 
� Rather no 
� Absolutely no 

2) Would you recommend employment in this company to your friend? 
� Absolutely yes 
� Rather yes 
� Rather no 
� Absolutely no 

3) Does this job meet your expectation? 
�  Yes 
� No 
� Partly 

4) How is overall work environment? 
� Casual 
� Formal 

5) How is cooperation between particular department and between employees? 
� Very good 
� Good 
� Rather bad 
� Absolutely bad 

6) Would you say, that you are under the stress during the work? 
� Yes, more than I would like to 
� Adequately to my job position 
� No, I'm not under the stress 

7) Do you think, that would be appropriate to improve work environment? 
� Yes 
� No 
� If yes, how? 

8) Evaluate on the scale following aspects of your work environment (1‐very good, 5 – very bad) 
� Noise 
� Dust 
� Temperature 
� Bad smell 
� Cleanness 

9) How are you satisfied with principles of rewarding, payrise and personal evaluation? 
� Very satisfied 
� Rather satisfied 
� Rather dissatisfied 
� Very dissatisfied 

10) Order according to your preferences (1 the most motivating ‐ 10 the least motivating)  this motivators: 
� 13th and 14th wage 
� Opportunity to work overtime 
� Food vouchers 
� Commuting allowance 
� One more week of leave 
� Pension insurance 



 

 

� Bigger share of personal evaluation on wage 
� Activity with a colleagues out of the job 
� Possibility to use common 
company premises and facilities 
� Sport and culture allowance  

11) Does it easy to take a leave whenever you need? 
� Yes 
� No 
� Don't know 
� If yes, add comment 

12) How do you agree with following statements? 

a) If I would be good at my job, I get a payrise. 
1) absolutely agree 
2) agree 
3) disagree 
4) absolutely disagree 

b) If I would be good at my job, I can get a better position in company. 
1) absolutely agree 
2) agree 
3) disagree 
4) absolutely disagree 

c) I have opportunity to earn more money, if I need. 
1) absolutely agree 
2) agree 
3) disagree 
4) absolutely disagree 

13) Please state positive and negative aspects on your current job. 

Positive: 

Negative: 

14) What could company Baude Kabeltechnik improve to rise your satisfaction? 

15) How are you overall satisfied in current employment? 

� extremly satisfied 

� very satisfied 

� rather satisfied 

� rather dissatisfied 

� very dissatisfied 



 

 

Appendix 2 - Czech version of questionnaire 

 
Vážení zaměstnanci, 
 
 
 
všichni zaměstnanci firmy Baude Kabeltechnik s.r.o. byli požádání o vyplnění 
anonymního průzkumu spokojenosti s jejich prací. Dotazník se skládá z 5 obecných 
otázek, 20 uzavřených otázek a 15 konkrétních otázek včetně dvou úkolů pro seřazení 
podle preferencí. Vyplnění dotazníku Vám zabere maximálně 10 - 15 minut. Výsledky 
průzkumu budou zpracovány během následujících několika dní a poslouží vedení 
společnosti. 
Smysl dotazníku spočívá v tom, dát Vám šanci vyjádřit svoji spokojenost nebo 
nespokojenost se současnou prací. Věřím, že na základě Vašich odpovědí a odpovědí 
Vašich spolupracovníků budu schopen posoudit, které věci přispívají ke spokojenosti 
nebo k nespokojenosti ve Vaší práci. Prosím, čtěte pozorně tvrzení a otázky na 
následujících stranách a označte míru spokojenosti u každého tvrzení, případně 
postupujte podle instrukcí. 
 
 
 
VS ( velmi spokojen/a ) - označte, pokud Vaše práce předčila Vaše očekávání 
S ( spokojen/a ) - označte, pokud Vaše práce splnila Vaše očekávání 
? ( nemohu se rozhodnout ) - označte, pokud se nemůžete rozhodnout mezi možnostmi 
N ( nespokojen/a ) - označte, pokud Vám práce dala méně než jste čekali 
VN ( velmi nespokojen/a ) - označte, pokud Vás práce zklamala a dala Vám o hodně 
méně než jste čekal/a 
 
 
Prosím vyplňte všechny položky upřímně a čestně, abych získal pravdivý obraz o 
spokojenosti ve firmě Baude Kabeltechnik s.r.o. 

 

 

Předem děkuji za spolupráci 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Pohlaví: 
Muž  Žena 

Věk: 
18‐25  26‐35  36‐45  46‐55  56‐65  65  a více

Dosažené vzdělání: 
Základní škola 
Učiliště 
Střední odborná škola / Gymnázium 
Vyšší odborná škola 
Vysoká škola ( bakalářské – magisterské ) 

Na jaké pozici v současnosti pracujete? 
obsluha CNC strojů a jiných strojů 
dělník 
skladník 
administrativní pracovník 
obchodní oddělení 
ekonomické a účetní oddělení 
konstrukce 
technologie 
řidič 
jiná (jaká)…………….. 
 

Kolik let již pracujete v současném zaměstnání? 
< 1  1 – 2  2 – 3  4 – 5  6 – 10  10 < 

Na jaký typ úvazku ve společnosti pracujete? 
hlavní pracovní poměr 
Vedlejší pracovní poměr 
Brigáda, praxe, stáž 
Prosím ohodnoťte, jak spokojeni jste s následujícími aspekty Vaší práce na škále: 
ZS ‐ zcela spokojen, S ‐ spokojen, S/N ani spokojen ani nespokojen, N ‐ nespokojen, ZN ‐ zcela nespokojen 

ZS  S  S/N  N  ZN 

Pracovní vytížení                

Možnost pracovat samostatně                

Možnost vykonávat příležitostně rozdílné činnosti                 

Příležitost dosáhnout vážené pozice ve společenském žebříčku                   

Způsob jakým šéf zvládá své podřízené                

Kompetence mého nadřízeného v rozhodovacím procesu                

Neplacená činnost nad rámec pracovních povinností                

Způsob jakým mi má práce zabezpečuje trvalé zaměstnání                

Příležitost vykonávat činnosti pro ostatní                

Příležitost dávat pokyny ostatním                

Možnost dělat činnost, kde mohu využít své kvalifikace                

Způsob jakým jsou pokyny vedení uváděny do praxe                

Platové ohodnocení mojí činnosti                

Možnosti kariérního postupu                 

Svoboda vlastního úsudku                

Možnosti užití vlastních postupů při práci                

Pracovní podmínky                

Způsob jakým mezi sebou vycházejí mí spolupracovníci                

Uznání za odvedení dobré práce                

Pocit zadostiučinění, který dostávám z výkonu své práce                 



 

 

1) Kdybyste znovu stál/a před rozhodnutím o výběru zaměstnání, vybral/a byste si opět tuto společnost? 
� Určitě ano 
� Spíše ano 
� Spíše ne 
� Určitě ne 

2) Doporučil/a byste zaměstnání v naší firmě některému ze svých přátel? 
� Určitě ano 
� Spíše ano 
� Spíše ne 
� Určitě ne 

3) Odpovídá Vaše práce očekáváním a představám, s kterými jste do společnosti nastupoval/a? 
� Ano 
� Ne 
� Částečně 

4) Jaká je celkově atmosféra na pracovišti? 
� Neformální (uvolněná) 
� Formální (odměřená, vážná) 

5) Spolupráce mezi zaměstnanci navzájem a jednotlivými útvary je podle Vašeho názoru: 
� Velmi dobrá 
� Dobrá 
� Spíše špatná 
� Zcela špatná 

6) Řekl/a byste, že jste při výkonu své práce ve stresu? 
� Ano, více než si přeji 
� Přiměřeně k pracovní pozici 
� Ne, nejsem ve stresu 

7) Domníváte se, že je třeba provést nějaká zlepšení, pokud jde o pracovní prostředí včetně společných prostor? 
� Ano 
� Ne 
� Pokud ANO (co a jakým způsobem) 

8) Ohodnoťte na stupnici kvalitu následujících hledisek Vašeho pracovního prostředí (1‐ velmi dobrá, 5 – velmi špatná) 
� Hluk na pracovišti 
� Prašnost 
� Teplota 
� Zápach 
� Čistota 

9) Jak jste spokojen/a s principy a pravidly odměňování, zvyšování platu a osobního 
ohodnocení? 
� Velmi spokojen 
� Spíše spokojen 
� Spíše nespokojen 
� Velmi nespokojen 

10) Seřaďte podle Vašich preferencí (1 nejvíce motivační ‐ 12 nejméně motivační)  tyto motivační prvky: 
� 13. a 14 plat 
� Možnost pracovat o víkendech a přesčas 
� Příspěvek na jídlo 
� Příspěvek na dopravu 



 

 

� Týden dovolené navíc 
� Penzijní připojištění od zaměstnavatele 
� Větší podíl osobního ohodnocení na mzdě 
� Firemní mimopracovní aktivity 
� Možnost využívání firemních prostor a zařízení  
� Příspěvek na kulturu a sport 
� Možnost zahraniční stáže 
� Možnost prohloubení pracovních zkušeností, vzdělání 

11) Je snadné vzít si dovolenou nebo kratší volno, když potřebujete? 
� Ano 
� Ne 
� Nevím 
� Jak konkrétně (pokud ano) 

12) Označte jestli souhlasíte s následujícími tvrzeními: 

a) Když budu svoji práci dělat dobře, dostanu 
přidáno 
1) zcela souhlasím 
2) souhlasím 
3) nesouhlasím 
4) zcela nesouhlasím 

b) Když budu svoji práci dělat dobře, mohu dosáhnout na lepší pozici ve firmě 
1) zcela souhlasím 
2) souhlasím 
3) nesouhlasím 
4) zcela nesouhlasím 

c) Má práce mi dává možnost vydělat si peníze navíc, v případě, že potřebuji nebo mám zájem 
1) zcela souhlasím 
2) souhlasím 
3) nesouhlasím 
4) zcela nesouhlasím 

13) Co byste uvedl/a jako nejvíce pozitivní a negativní aspekt Vašeho zaměstnání u této společnosti? 

Pozitivní: 

Negativní: 

14) Co by podle Vás společnost Baude Kabeltechnik s.r.o. mohla udělat ke 

zvýšení Vaší spokojenosti jako zaměstnance? 

15) Jak jste celkově spokojen/a se svým zaměstnáním v této společnosti? 

� mimořádně spokojen/a 

� velmi spokojen/a 

� spíše spokojen/a 

� spíše nespokojen/a 
� velmi nespokojen/a 
 

 



 

 

 

Appendix 3 – Outcome data from questionnaire – Q 21 – 35 

Q21: If you should choose your job again, would you choose this 

company? 

 
Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

 Absolutely No 5 20,8 20,8 20,8 

Absolutely Yes 8 33,3 33,3 54,2 

Rather Yes 11 45,8 45,8 100,0 

Total 24 100,0 100,0  

 

Q22: Would you recommend employment in this company to your 

friend? 

 
Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

 Absolutely No 2 8,3 8,3 8,3 

Absolutely Yes 2 8,3 8,3 16,7 

Rather No 11 45,8 45,8 62,5 

Rather Yes 9 37,5 37,5 100,0 

Total 24 100,0 100,0  
 

Q23 Does this job meet your expectation? 

 
Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

 Partly 10 41,7 41,7 41,7 

Yes 14 58,3 58,3 100,0 

Total 24 100,0 100,0  
 
 

Q24: How is overall work environment? 

 
Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

 Casual 16 66,7 66,7 66,7 

Formal 8 33,3 33,3 100,0 

Total 24 100,0 100,0  



 

 

Q25: How is cooperation between particular department and 

between employees? 

 
Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

 Absolutely Bad 3 12,5 12,5 12,5 

Good 10 41,7 41,7 54,2 

Rather Bad 7 29,2 29,2 83,3 

Very Good 4 16,7 16,7 100,0 

Total 24 100,0 100,0  
 
Q26: Would you say, that you are under the stress during the work?

 
Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

 Yes 14 58,3 58,3 58,3 

No 10 41,7 41,7 100,0 

Total 24 100,0 100,0  

 
Q27: Do you think, that would be appropriate to improve work 

environment? 

 
Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

 No 17 70,8 70,8 70,8 

Yes 7 29,2 29,2 100,0 

Total 24 100,0 100,0  
 
 
Q28: Evaluate on the scale following aspects of your work environment (1‐very 

good, 5 – very bad) 

 N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Noise 19 1,00 3,00 2,0000 ,81650 

Dust 20 1,00 3,00 1,8500 ,67082 

Temperature 21 1,00 4,00 1,7143 ,78376 

Bad smell 19 1,00 5,00 2,3158 1,10818 

Cleanness 19 1,00 4,00 2,0000 ,81650 

Valid N (listwise) 19     
 



 

 

Q29: How are you satisfied with principles of rewarding, pay rise and 

personal evaluation? 

 
Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

 Rather 

Dissatisfied 

6 25,0 25,0 25,0 

Rather Satisfied 14 58,3 58,3 83,3 

Very 

Dissatisfied 

1 4,2 4,2 87,5 

Very Satisfied 3 12,5 12,5 100,0 

Total 24 100,0 100,0  

 

 
Q30: Order according to your preferences (1 the most motivating ‐ 10 the least 

motivating)  this motivators: 

 N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

13th and 14th wage 21 1,00 5,00 1,8571 1,10841 

Opportunity to work 

after hours 

19 7,00 10,00 9,1053 1,19697 

Food vouchers 20 1,00 8,00 3,4000 1,66702 

Commuting allowance 20 2,00 10,00 4,8500 1,78517 

One more week of leave 21 1,00 5,00 2,0476 1,11697 

Pension insurance 20 1,00 10,00 6,5500 2,62528 

Bigger share of personal 

evaluation on wage 

20 2,00 9,00 5,7500 2,17340 

Common activities with 

colleagues outside of 

company 

20 4,00 9,00 6,4500 1,43178 

Opportunity to use 

company’s common 

premises and facilities 

19 4,00 10,00 7,5263 2,06474 

Sport and culture 

allowance 

20 4,00 10,00 7,2500 1,88833 

Valid N (listwise) 19     

 

 



 

 

Q31: Does it easy to take a leave whenever you need? 

 
Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

 No 6 25,0 25,0 25,0 

Yes 18 75,0 75,0 100,0 

Total 24 100,0 100,0  
 
 

Q32a: If I would be good at my job, I get a pay rise. 

 
Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

 Agree 10 41,7 41,7 41,7 

Absolutely 

Agree 

1 4,2 4,2 45,8 

Absolutely 

Disagree 

4 16,7 16,7 62,5 

Disagree 9 37,5 37,5 100,0 

Total 24 100,0 100,0  

 
 

Q32b:  If I would be good at my job, I can get a better position in 

company 

 
Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

 Agree 7 29,2 29,2 29,2 

Absolutely 

Agree 

1 4,2 4,2 33,3 

Absolutely 

Disagree 

3 12,5 12,5 45,8 

Disagree 13 54,2 54,2 100,0 

Total 24 100,0 100,0  

 

 

 

 
 



 

 

Q32c: I have opportunity to earn more money, if I need. 

 
Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

 Agree 6 25,0 25,0 25,0 

Absolutely 

Agree 

1 4,2 4,2 29,2 

Absolutely 

Disagree 

3 12,5 12,5 41,7 

Disagree 14 58,3 58,3 100,0 

Total 24 100,0 100,0  
 

Q35: How are you overall satisfied in current employment? 

 
Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

 Extremly 

satisfied 

2 8,3 8,3 8,3 

Rather 

Dissatisfied 

2 8,3 8,3 16,7 

Rather Satisfied 15 62,5 62,5 79,2 

Very Satisfied 5 20,8 20,8 100,0 

Total 24 100,0 100,0  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

APENDIX 4 – Managerial training calculation 

Brief list of organisations providing training such as leadership, make employees work 

effective etc. 

- Tutor s.r.o 

- Edux s.r.o 

- Vox a.s. 

From this list I chose company Tutor s.r.o., which has classes in Brno and wide range of 

products for the companies. 

 

Calculation 

Suggested training courses are as follows: 

Leadership – 5499 CZK (12 lessons) 

Managing of SMEs - 5499 CZK (12 lessons) 

Effective delegation - 5900 CZK (8 lessons) 

 

My recommendation is to train all three managers in company in the course 

“Leadership” and effective delegation and director also in the course “Managing of 

SMEs”. 

Training course Number of 

participants 

Price of the course 

(excludes VAT) 

LEADERSHIP 3 3 x 5499 = 16 497 CZK 

MANAGING OF SMEs 1 1 x 5499 = 5499 CZK 

EFFECTIVE 

DELEGATION 

3 3 x 5900 = 17 700 CZK 

Total  39696 CZK 



 

 

 

Secondly, we have to take into account also additional costs such as travelling expenses 

and pay for substitute employee. Because agency which provides these courses is set in 

Brno there isn’t necessary to take into account also food expenses. 

 

Travelling expenses (here is necessary to notice that classes are arranged per two 

lessons, what mean that 12 lessons mean 6 visits of agency) therefore: 

3 (persons) x 6 (classes Leadership) + 6 (classes SMEs) + 3 (persons) x 4 (classes) 

= 36 visits of agency 

 

When we consider that managers will travel to classes by their company car, we must 

calculate expenses on fuel. Because company has place of business in Horní Heršpice 

we have to consider 20 km per one visit of class. We also consider average cost of fuel 

30,34 CZK according to average prices of fuel for corporation income tax purposes 

(source: http://www.businessinfo.cz/cz/clanek/dan-z-prijmu/mfcr-prum-ceny-pohon-

hmot-zdan-obdobi-08/1001654/51817/, adopted August 28, 2009). And gas 

consumption 10 litres per 100 kilometres. Than we get: 

Average cost on 1 kilometre = 3,034 CZK 

3,034 CZK x 36 (visits) x 20 Km = 2185 CZK (total travel cost) 

 

Than we take into account wage for substituting employee. We consider that one class 

has in total 1, 5 hour and time to travel is 1 hour, than we need 2, 5 hour on one visit of 

providing agency. Therefore: 

36 (visits) x 2,5 hour = 90 hours 

 

Then we consider cost on one hour as special reward for deputy employee (pension and 

health insurance included as 35 %) as special 50 % extra pay. 

125 CZK x 0,5 x 1,35 = 85 CZK 



 

 

253 CZK x 90 (hours) = 7 650 CZK (total cost of deputy) 

 

When we top up all cost we get: 

39696 CZK + 2185 CZK + 7 650 CZK = 49 531 CZK 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

APPENDIX 5 – HR outsourcing calculation 

Calculation of save wage 

I consider gross wage per hour as 95 CZK (which is approximately derived from 

company internal sources). Then is necessary to add obligatory payments on pension 

and health insurance of employee, which is 35% of gross wage. Then we get: 

 

300 hours a year x 95 CZK = 28 500 CZK (Gross wage) 

 

Let’s consider health and social insurance paid by employer: 

28 500 CZK x 0,35 = 9 975 CZK (Insurance) 

 

What give us total labour cost for 300 hours: 

28 500 CZK + 9 975 CZK = 38 475 CZK (total labour cost savings) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

APPENDIX 6 – Sick pay calculation 

 

According to Czech law is employee obligates to pay employee compensation of the 

wage from the 4th day of the sickness. What means, that for employers have economic 

implication mainly sick employee for a longer time. 

Therefore we take into account only part of the total number of sick leaves. Let consider 

one third of sick leaves as short-time leaves. And two thirds of the number 420 mean 

sick hours from the 4th day of sickness. 

Insurance and labour law dictate employer to compensate 60% from 90% of the average 

wage. And still is considered average wage 95 CZK as gross wage and additional 35 % 

of health and pension insurance. 

 

Calculation 

Long term sick leaves 

420 hours x 0,66 = 280 hours 

Compensation 

280 hours x 95 CZK = 26 600 CZK (non reduced wage) 

26 600 x 0,9 x 0,6 = 14 364 CZK (total compensation) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

APENDIX 7 - Porters five forces analyse 

Rivalry 

Company has up to 10 competitors on Czech market such as: IN-EL, NKT cables, 

Labara and partly GM electronic and Kars Brno. Then, competition intensity is not so 

high. The bad economic situation, on the other hand, force companies to fight for 

customer. Some of the competitive advantages are long present on the Czech market 

and possession of patents. Thanks to wide product range and specialisation only on 

cables and electric lines company decreasing rivalry. 

New Entrants 

Government doesn’t produce so many significant regulations which have impact on this 

industry. Possible is to mention safety or ecological regulations of European Union or 

Czech Republic. As it was mentioned before company poses some patents on products, 

which lower threat of new entrants. Other aspects in this perspective are assets need and 

economies of scale. In the industry like this is high need for assets. Company must 

purchase heavy machinery what requires a lot of investments. Usually also economies 

of scale are inhibits of entry to a market. 

Substitutes 

There is very low price elasticity on the cables market, due to almost no substitutes of 

the electric lines or cables. When buyers need some specified wire, cable or electric line 

then has no possibility to buy another type of cable. 

Supplier’s power 

As suppliers for the investigated company we consider suppliers of raw materials, 

labour etc. There are any significant concentration of suppliers which should caused 

high supplier’s power. 

Buyer’s power 

Due to low switching cost, buyer’s power is possible to consider as low. Products on 

this market are standardised and buyers can easily choose another company as a 

supplier of the cables and electric lines. And buyers are fragmented – no buyer has any 

particular influence on product or price. 



 

 

APENDIX 8 – SWOT analyse 

Strengths Company has long tradition in Czech Republic – 

establishing of Czech subsidiary in the year 1991. 

Company has patented some products from the range of 

cables and electric lines. 

There are financial and material connections with 

mother company, which is supporting Czech subsidiary. 

Weaknesses Company has a lot of buyers in the Germany, therefore 

is quite dependent on the German economic situation. 

(source: Company websites) 

Company has not actual information on the company 

websites and all websites are quite old and weakly 

designed. 

According to questionnaire company doesn’t go with 

modern business and technological development. 

Opportunities Still exists opportunity to develop new technology and 

patent some product with mother company cooperation. 

There are still some deficiencies in technological 

equipment of company and with this linked possibility to 

find new distribution channels. It could be for example 

e-shop and use of modern technologies. 

Innovation of the production or HR processes is also one 

of the opportunities to gain bigger market share. 

Threats Currently is one of the biggest threats long and 

continuing economic crises and depending on the 

Germany economy. 

As a threat I see innovation of competitors and faster 

adaptation to a modern business environment. 



 

 

APPENDIX 9 – STEP analyse 

Social 

From this perspective I could mentioned mainly opinions and attitudes of stakeholders. 

Company contributes to children’s home in Hildesheim, Germany. 

 

Technological 

There aren’t so big technological requirements as in industries such as IT or services. 

Company uses basic technological equipment such as personal computers, telephones, 

laptops. From the software is possible to mention SAP software. 

 

Economical / Ecological 

An economy undergoing recession in Czech Republic is higher unemployment, low 

spending power and low stakeholder confidence. In this industry and in fact whole 

economy is depending on the economy of Germany. Company has to be prepared on the 

development in industry and react also on development in German economy. 

 

Under the ecological pressure company decided to implement standard ISO 14001: 

environmental management. 

Company also has to implement “Directive on the Restriction of the Use of Certain 

Hazardous Substances in Electrical and Electronic Equipment”. 

 

Political 

From the political point of view there are mainly standards and EU regulation about 

quality of management and ecological regulations, which are necessary to fulfil. One of 

the regulation is mentioned in Ecological environment. 

 

 

 



 

 

APPENDIX 10 – Questions for director of company 

 

1. What is organisational structure of company? 

 

2. How is recruitment conducted? How is whole process of selection conducted? 

 

3. What is number of employee development in recent years? 

 

4. How do you control presence of employees? (arrivals, breaks, departures) 

 

5. How is absenteeism and sickness? 

 

6. In what way management communicate with employees? 

 

7. How do you and supervisors evaluate employees? 

 

8. Wage assessment? 

 

9. Which types of rewards do you use? 

 

10. Could you estimate the result of this research? 




